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Stated Meeting, December 2, 1904.
President SMITH in the Chair.
The list of donations to the Library was laid on the table,
and thanks were ordered for them.
The death was announced of Dr. Helen Abbott Michael, at
Boston, on November 29, 1904.
The following papers were read:
"Mineral Symmetry," by Prof. Amos P. Brown.
"The Origin of the Markings of Organisms due to the
Physical rather than to the Biological Environment," by
Prof. Alpheus S. Packard.

THE ORIGIN OF THE MARKINGS OF ORGANISMS (PCECILOGENESIS) DUE TO THE PHYSICAL RATHER
THAN TO TlHE BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT; WITH
CRITICISMS OF THE BATES-MIJLLERHYPOTHESES.
BY ALPHEUS S. PACKARD,LL.D.

Read December2, 1904.
CONTENTS.

i. Introduction.
2. Facts against the Bates-Miller hypotheses, from observations

,madein North America.
3. The case of the milkweed butterfly (Anosia plexi2pus).
4. Facts in favor of the Bates-Mullerhypotheses, observed in
India.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Adverseevidence, fromobservationsmade in Europeand Asia.
Cases observed in Natal, South Africa.
The Batesianand the Miillerianhypotheses.
Criticisms of the Bates-Miller hypotheses.

9. Protective mimicry not necessarily applied to snakes.
10. Miillerian mimicry not applicable in certain cases even in
butterflies.
ii.
Indifference shown to butterflies by birds.
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12.
Sokolowsky'sviews on the origin of the markings of mammals, and the formationof spots from longitudinal stripes.
13. Poecilogeny in zebras and African antelopes shown by
Pocock to be due to the action of light and shade.
14. Blending of the stripes of the chipmunk.
15. Protective coloration and blending of the markings in the
sandpeep.
I6. Blending of white and black bars in moths, butterflies,etc.
17. The abundance of variouslymarked animals of coral reefs
due to the nature of their environment.
18. The lack of markingsor color-patternsin deep-sea fishesand
Crustaceaas contrastedwith their prevalence and variety in those
of shoal and sun-lit waters.
19. Thayer's law and his experimentalproofs.
20. Experiments on the obliteration of bars and spots with
Bradley's color-wheel.
21. Poecilogeny in paleozoic times.
22. Keeble and Gamble's studies on the
origin of markings in
shrimps.
23. Conclusions.

I. INTRODUCTION.

In this essay I have first attempted to bring together the more
importantpublishedfactsor resultsconcerning the supposeddestruction of butterfliesby birds, togetherwith othersgatheredfromcorrespondents, with a few observations of my own. At the outset it
should be observed that protective coloration, a generally accepted
fact, is quite a different matter from protective or Miillerian mimicry. Soon after the subject of protective mimicry was broached I
found myself unable to accept the views of Bates, Muiller,Wallace
and others, and offered' the suggestion that the mimickers have
survivedsimply by reason of their resemblanceto the more abundant forms which appeared as the old-fashioned or primitive types
were on the wane or dying out. In my little books I expressedthe
belief that the resemblance in pattern and color between insects
belonging to differentgroupsis probablydue to causesmore fundamental than natural and sexual selection, and possibly reaching
fartherback in geological time than the present period.
1 Half Hours with Insects,
I876, pp. 281, 286; also Zoology for Iligh
Schools and Colleges, 1879.
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Thus a day-flyingbrightly-coloredbroad-wingedmoth such as the
East Indian Callamesia midama "mimics" the blue Euplcea
butterfly, and the species of Chalcosia mimic, in the shape and
markingsof their wings, certain butterfliesof the family Heliconide.
It occurredto me that the brilliantly colored day moths, which are
evidently of earlier origin than butterflies,mayhave been preserved
from their resemblanceto butterflies. But this is supposing that
butterfliesserve as a staple food of insectivorousbirds, which now
seems to be by no means the case, butterfliesin reality appearingto
enjoy a peculiar immunity from the attacks of birds.
Since looking more carefullyinto the subject and realizing the
slight basis of fact which underlies the original hypothesesof their
propounders,and that the importance of Bates-Miillerianmimicry
in species-making has been unduly magnified by more recent
writers, I have felt more stronglyinclined than ever to discard these
hypotheses and to look for a broaderand better founded theory or
explanation of the fact of the recurrence of similar colors, designs
or patterns in butterfliesand in animals of other groups.
It is now evident that protective mimicry in the case of butterflies, supposedto result from the attacks of birds, is not an isolated
series of facts, to be explained by the struggle for existence of
butterflies resulting from the attacks of birds, but that the same
phenomenaoccurin a numberof other classesof animals. Thus antelopes may be said to mimic zebras; the spotted leopard of the Old
World is markedlike the jaguarand ocelot of the New World, their
habits and environmentbeing the same; shallow water fishes, both
those abounding in the shoal watersof coral reefs, as well as the
freshwaterminnows,perch, darters,Lycodes, cottoids, etc., and the
poisonous Elaps, as well as the harmlessspecies markedlike themthis similarity of markingsand patternsin animalsexposed to direct
sunlight, or living under the same conditions of life, is due not so
much to Bates-Miillermimicry as to what we call convergence, or
the result of adaptationto similar physical environments or backgrounds and to similar modes of life.
It may be questioned whetherthe same physical agencies which
have painted sun-lovinganimalshave not also ornamentedthe petals
or corollas of flowers with bars, stripes, lines and spots, the
patterns being subject to almost infinite variation.
Thus the subject has entered on a new phase, and what has been
understood as protective mimicry, in the sense of Bates and of
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MUllerand their followers,has a precariousbasis. There are, to be
sure, interesting coincidences, buta coincidence is not a vera causa.
Natural selection as such is inadequate as an originating cause,
though it operates as a preservative agent. The markings apparently did not originate in single variations,liable to be swampedby
crossing, but whole masses of individuals, all those inhabiting a
givenSareawith its peculiar features,have been affected alike. The
causes were not primarily biological and limited, dependent on
sporadic and individual variations, but physical and widespread,
occurring in differentregions.
It will also be seen that the Bates-Miillerhypothesesare seriously
underminedby the fact that the wings of insects were, as early as
the Carboniferousperiod, striped or barredand spotted, long before
birds ever appeared.
Mr. Abbott H. Thayer, with the keen powersof observationof the
artist as regardsthe effects of light and shade, hits upon the right
explanation when he claims that protective coloration makes the
animal "cease to appear to exist at all," and that "animals are
painted by nature darkest on those parts which tend to be most
lighted by the sky's light," and vice versa. He likewise points out
that what naturalists call conspicuous colors, i.e., strong arbitrary
patterns of color, "tend to conceal the wearer by destroying its
apparent continuity of surface. Thus the mallard's dark green
head tends to detach itself from its body and to join the dark green
of the shady sedge, or the rubyof the hummingbird to desert it and
to appearto belong to the flower it searches." His experiments
capitally illustrateand confirm his views.
Steinach's earlier experiments seem to conclusively prove that
light and shade acting on the integument of the living frog, or its
dead and dry skin, cause light and dark markings.
Pocock has clearly shown that zebras and antelopes are banded,
or not, in accordancewith the nature of their habitat or environment, i.e., whetherthey are confined in their range to forestregions
or to the bush or to open plains.
It thus appearsto be fairly well established that the markings of
the skin and scales or feathersand hair of animals are due to the
effect of the sun's light, or its absence, on the pigment in the integument, or its covering.
The biological cause suggested by Bates and by Miller, and so
strongly advocated and extended by their followers,now appearsto
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be quite inadequate and misleading. On the other hand the
physical causes we here advocate must be our main reliance in a
thoroughgoing and satisfactoryexplanation of the phenomena of
protective coloration. There is nevertheless need of much additional observationand experimentation.
2. FACTS AGAINST THE BATES MULLER HYPOTHESES,

FROM OBSER-

VATIONS MADE IN NORTH AMERICA.

For the first time in my life, having for over forty years observed
and collected insects, though by no means constantly in the field,
I actually saw a bird chase a butterfly. It was with great interest
that I watched the procedure both of the bird and butterflyfrom
the piazza of my summercottage on the shores of Casco Bay, Me.,
at noon of a bright sunny day early in July, 19o0. The aggressor
was a black-throatedgreen wood-warbler,the quarrya Pieris, apparently Pieris rapce, then not uncommon about the house. The
warblerwas seen to dart swiftly after the butterfly,whose flight is
very erratic and unsteady. It disappearedafter flying a few yards,
and as the bird kept on alone in its course, I had good reason to
believe that it had caught and swallowed the butterfly. Prof. H.
H. Wilder, then living in the next house, at about the same date
actually observed one of these warblerseating a Catocalain a path.
It ate the body of the moth and left the wings lying on the ground.
I also saw one of these warblerschase a Catocala around an elder
bush on the edge of my piazza, but did not see that the bird was
successful in his pursuit.
Kingbirds were common about the house and shore, but I did
not see any chase the cabbage butterflies,but was interested in witnessing one pursue a red-under-wingmoth (Catocala). The moth
flew in its usualvery rapidand zigzag fashion,darting in this and that
direction, as usual with species of this genus. The bird in vain
tried to seize the saucy moth so securein its rapid, zigzag, tumbling,
headlong flight. The race was maintained for about five hundred
feet; but so far as I could see, for the racecourse led directly from
me, the moth escaped scot-free, the kingbird being baffled and
outflown. I then realized, as must every one who watchesthe swift,
zigzag, apparently aimless flight of any butterfly, how admirably
adapted such a mode of progressionis for the preservationof the
species.
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I might add a case which a few years ago fell under my observation when I observed in a street in Providence a small bird about
the size of the English sparrow-perhaps it was one-pecking away
at a large dragon fly (AEschna grandis). The dragon fly was disabled, could not fly. I picked it up, but the bird flew off, and was
not with certainty identified.
These occurrences have led me to review the subject of the
Batesian and Mtillerian hypotheses and to come to the conclusion
that the theories of these and of later advocates have in reality but
a slight basis of fact. The two points of interest are, first, do birds
to any appreciable extent, even the few species, like swallows, the
European bee-eater, and our kingbird, shrike and fly-catcher,
occasionally pursue and devour butterflies, i.e., depend much on
these lepidoptera as an article of diet ? It is of course admitted that
moths, as other insects, are often caught and eaten by insectivorous
birds. Secondly, is the protective or adaptive coloration of butterflies and other insects due to the action of natural selection, or are
the similarities of colors and of patterns of colors, so frequently
observed in all parts of the world, but especially in the tropics,
primarily due to simple physical causes, such as the physiological
deposition of colored pigments, and the action of light and
moisture ?
To this end I have with some care reviewed the original papers
by Bates, Miiller, Wallace, Poulton and others, but to my surprise find that neither of these framers and advocates of the hypotheses in question have themselves ever actually witnessed a bird
catch and devour a butterfly.
Evidence from cases observed in the United States. -We will first
review the evidence from cases observed in the United States of
America. The insect-eating habits of sparrows have recently been
described in a very interesting and satisfactory way by Mr. Sylvester
D. Judd in a recent bulletin issued by the Biological Survey of the
U. S. Department of Agriculture, entitled "The Relation of
Sparrows to Agriculture." Mr. Judd has made this a specialty for
several years, spending a great deal of time in field work, both in
the Northern and Middle States, observing the habits of sparrows.
And yet he writes me, " Personally, I have never even seen a bird
in the field give chase to a butterfly. The following birds, either
in captivity or in the wild state, have been known to eat butterflies:
the catbird, kingbird, wood pewee, purple martin, scarlet tanager,
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crown blackbird, cuckoo, English sparrow, song sparrow and the
migrant shrike. I do not know of a kind that feeds upon butterflies during any month of the year to the extent of one-tenth of one
per cent. of its food." This is certainly a strong statement,and is
based on prolonged and very thorough investigations.
Mr. L. H. Joutel informs me that he has seen the English
sparrowchase, seize and devour one Pieris rpace and an Orgyia.
He also observed these birds runningafterand catching little moths
and flies, and also saw a sparrowpull off the abdomen of a large
moth and devour it. These birds will, in the side streets of New
York, dart out into the open and apparentlycatch some irsects,
and then perch on a neighboring tree or telephone pole. The
sparrow, which on the whole eats few destructive insects, is
occasionally in the city very voracious. Mr. Joutel had 150 caterpillars of Callosamiaprome/hea in the last stage on the shrubs in
his back yard on East II7th street. In the course of a couple of
hours in the forenoon the sparrows ate them all. And some
Japanese A. pernyi worms living on his oak trees were similarly
massacred.
Mr. Joutel corroboratesthe statement made that Lycaenaewhen
at rest on a leaf hold the wings closed upright over the back, but
the hind wings with ocellus and tail are continually moved up and
down, so that the two little tails look like its antennaeand the ocelli
like the eyes of the same butterfly.
In a capturedThecla he observed where pieces had been bitten
out of the hind wings, as if attacked by some birds which had mistaken the hind wings for the head.
Prof. J. B. Smith writes me: "I have never observed birds
chasing butterfliesexcept once. That was some years ago and the
bird was a sparrow: the victim Pieris rapc."
Miss Caroline G. Soule writes: "I have seen chipping sparrows,
Savannah and song sparrows catch and eat a few V. milberti,
P. rapc, and myrinabutterflies. I have seen thistle-finches attack
turnus and cybele.but not eat them. I have seen dogs eatphilodice
more than birds. When it comes to moths the tale is quite different.

Clisiocanpa disstria and americana (imago) are eaten by four

kinds of vireos, three kinds of fly-catchers,both cuckoos, robins,
rose grosbeaks,scarlet tanagers, cedar wax-wings, catbirds, orioles,
red-winged blackbirds,martins, song, chipping, and even English
sparrows. I noticed this fact for three successive seasons in
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Brandon,Vt., wherethe pests covered everything. Nuthatchesand
downy woodpeckerseat them when they find them at rest.
"Chipping sparrows-in my experience-will chase almost any
butterfly and often kill kinds they do not seem to eat. I have
watched the chase and seen the dead butterflies which fell to the
ground. These sparrowsseem to enjoy the chase, turning, twisting, tumbling in the air, and I have seen them chase a blowing
dead leaf in the same way, following it until it touched the ground.
"I have seen English sparrowscatch P. pandorus and achemon
moths, having first hunted them out of a woodbine, bite off the
wings and carry the bodies to trees or roofs, presumably for food,
though I have not seen the act of eating them. I have not seen
this many times."
" Nuthatches, black and white creepers, brown creepers, eat the
noctuid-mothswhich hide in crevices of the bark and under the
eaves of houses or piazzas, in the blinds or folds of awnings. I
have often watched nuthatches go thoroughlyover the cornice of
our house, dropping one pair of moth wings after another, then go
the length of the gutter-pipe on the piazza roof. They are the
most methodical and thoroughhuntersI know among birds except
the little summerwarbler,which will clear a pea vine of aphids so
that not one could I find in a careful search. It cleans one vine
before going to another unless startledaway. Of course these are
only my personal experiences, and I learned years ago that experiences vary much, even with the same species, under different
-conditions.
" Your paperseems to show a lack of belief in the value of' imitation ' as a protection to butterflies,and rejoices me, for observation compels me to believe that too much value has been placed on
this as on the theory that flowercolors please insects."
The ornithologistsappearto have had the same experienceas the
entomologists.
Dr. J. A. Allen writes me under date of January 31,

1902:

"In

regard to birds catching butterflies, I have consulted with Mr.
*Chapmanabout the matter, and neither of us recall having seen
birds capture butterflies except in rare sporadic instances. It is
certainly not a habit of birds to prey upon butterflies."
Dr. S. H. Scudder,' in 1870, writes: " Although I have hunted
butterfliesfor fifteen years, I confess I have never seen one in a
>1 Nature,

iii, I870, p. 147.
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bird's bill, and my faith in that method of lessening their numbers
is very slight."
Afterward,in a letter dated October9, 1901, he says: " I believe
that in temperate countries butterfliesat least are rarelyattacked
by birds. I have myself seen proof only once in New England."
Mr. F. P. Drowne informs me that he once saw a phoebe bird
catch Pieris rapar,or a similar species, in Virginia.
Mr. William Dearden tells me that he saw a pewee catch a small
butterfly,and a kingbird catch Pieris rape.
In Florida, as we have been informedby Mrs. Annie T. Slosson,
the mocking bird frequently chases butterflies, but she has not
observed any other bird thus occupied.
In his "Notes on the Food of Birds," 19go, Prof. Cockerell
gives no cases of butterfliesbeing pursuedand eaten by birds.
Prof. W. M. Wheeler, of Austin, Tex., under date of February6,
I902, informs me that he has never seen birds pursuingbutterflies.
My friend and pupil, Mr. T. E. B. Pope, tells me he once saw an
English sparrowpecking away at a Macrosila -.-maculata; he does
not know whether it caught it or found it crippled. Another
member of my class distinctly remembersseeing a kingbird catch
a butterfly; Mr. H. H. Hill, anotherpupil, saw a kingbird chase
and catch " a small white butterfly," and another memberof my
class, Miss Geraldine E. Street, has seen "a sparrowchase a little
white butterfly."
Prof. C. V. Weed, of Durham, N. H., writes that he saw an
Antiopa butterflyin the mouth of a Marylandyellow throat.'
Prof. E. A. Popenoe, of Manhattan,Kan., under date of February 3, I902, writes: "I have occasionally seen butterflies chased
by birds. So far as I can recall Pieris rapa is the species."
Mr. Wm. T. Davis writes November 4, 190o, that he "observed
several English sparrows endeavoring to capture a Deilephila
lineata; the moth flew in circles, while the sparrowsmade vain
effortsto head it off." It is quite a common thing to see them
catch such moths as Spilosomavirginica, and also Datana. "My
wife saw a bird (species not recognized) catch a little white butterfly, she thinks a cabbage butterfly,in the garden. I have not seen
birds catch butterflies,though I have seen great crested fly-catchers
and kingbirds catch small moths, etc. I once observed a chipmunk capturea noctuid."
1 See

Nature Biographies," 1903.
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"In July, I897, at Newfoundland,N. J., I saw two specimens of
the large dragon fly, Hagenius brevistylus,chasingspecies of Papilio
and Limenitis ursula. They would station themselves on dead
limbs, and when a butterflycame by they would sally forth after
the pilgrim like robbers of old from their wayside castle. I did
not see them catch any butterflies,though they came pretty near to
doing so. Mr. Calvert writes me that Dr. Hagen has a note in
Ent. MonthlyMag. (1884?) on Anax longipescatching Papilio at
Wood's Hole.
Among those whose attention I have called to the matter, Prof.
James G. Needham, of Lake Forest, Ill., writes that "neither I
myself nor any of my students have seen a bird chase and eat a
butterfly."
Miss Annie H. Pritchett, of Austin, Tex., and Mr. Ernest Ingersoll write to the same effect.
The late Mr. C. V. Riley states': "Individually I have on
several occasions seen butterfliescaptured by birds, and have seen
dragon flies dart after them." He adds that " any amount of evidence might be collected on this head," but we are convinced that
this is an over-statement.
3. THE

CASE OF THE MILKWEED BUTTERFLY (ANOSIA PLEXIPPUS).

It is a generally accepted belief, first expressed by Walsh and
Riley in June, I869,2 that this butterflyenjoys an immunity from
the attacks of birds by reason of its nauseoustaste or odor, and that
Basilarchia archippus(disippus),which is edible and inodorous, is
protected by its resemblance to its model. This hypothesis has
been generallyaccepted, and yet it needs far more facts of observation to support it than have yet been broughtforward. Just how
nauseousor malodorousAnosia is needs furtherinvestigation.
We have been able to find in the literature but two cases of the
Anosia being caught by birds, while there is no record, says Riley,
" of any person having actually seen a bird or other animal attack
the species of Limenitis in this country," Limenitis being a
synonym of Basilarchia,the mimic.
The first case is recorded by Riley,3 who relates an occurrence
noticed by the late Mr. Otto Lugger, then of Chicago. "While
1 Third Ann. Rep. Insects Missouri, I871, p.
I67.
2
American Entomologist, I, June, I869, p. I89.

3 Third Annual

Report Insects Missouri

I871, p. I69.

Footnote

I.
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employed on the U. S. Lake Survey he once saw a bird dart after
an Archippus butterfly,seize it and immediately drop it without
devouring the body. The butterflydropped close by his side and
he picked it up and examined it, and had no means of accounting
for the singularaction of the bird."
The second case is thus mentioned by Mrs. Mary Treat:
"The beautiful Archippus butterfly, Danais archippus, is a
common species and enjoys a wide range. It occurs in Upper
Canada and extends into South America, where, according to Prof.
Agassiz, it is common throughoutthe region of the LowerAmazon,
and in the MississippiValley it is one of the most frequentspecies.
This Archippus butterfly enjoys almost perfect immunity from
enemies. Neither birds nor any of the hymenopterousparasites
will interferewith it. It probablyhas a nauseous,disagreeabletaste
that birds do not relish. Last summer a pair of kingbirds built
their nest on a low limb of a tree close to our door. They consumed and fed to their young a great many butterflies,especially
the Rape butterfly. Toward evening they were very active, taking
indiscriminatelyall insects that ventured on the wing-great grasshoppers and cicadas, as well as butterflies. One evening several
Archippus butterflies came to their tree as they were fluttering
about fixing themselves on the branches for the night; the kingbird very comically turned his head from side to side, eyeing them
closely; becoming satisfiedwith his observationshe gave his head
a sudden jerk and vigorously wiped his bill on the limb, as if the
remembrance of the disagreeable morsel was enough to nauseate
him."'
The Heliconidae are said by Bates to have a peculiar smell.
According to Wallace (Contributions,etc., p. 78), when an entomologist " squeezes the breast of one of them between his fingersto
kill it, a yellow liquid exudes which stains the skin, and the smell
of which can only be got rid of by time and repeated washings."
Messrs.Walsh and Riley in their joint articleon Anosia state: " We
ourselves have never noticed any particularsmell about it, but we
can add our testimony to the negative fact of its never being
attacked by any carnivorous animal, so far as our experience has
gone" (Amer. Ent., I, p. 187). The nauseoussecretionprobably
emanates from the scales, as Burgess in his anatomy of the milk1 From , Butterflies and Moths,"
by Mary Treat, in Hearth and Home, Vol.
I872, p. 25.

4, Jan. 13,
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weed butterflydoes not mention the occurrenceof any anal or other
foetidglands.
The only case mentioned by Belt in The Naturalist in Nicaragua is the following: " Thus I had an opportunityof proving in
Brazil that some birds, if not all, reject the Heliconii butterflies,
which are closely resembled by butterfliesof other families and by
moths. I observed a pair of birds that were bringing butterflies
and dragon flies to their young, and although the Heliconii
swarmedin the neighborhood and are of weak flight so as to be
easily caught, the birds never brought one to their nest." He
mentions no case of birds eating butterfliesin Nicaragua,though a
tame white-facedmonkey would greedily eat butterflies.
Scudder' says that Riley in a letter remarks that the butterfly
"has a rank but not strong smell," and Scudder adds: " Experiment showsthat all the scales have a carrotyodor, and that those in
the pouch of the hind wings differ from them only in being stronger
scented with a slightly honeyed character."
According to an early statementby Scudder,2the eggs and larva
of Anosia enjoy a greater immunity from the attacks of parasites
than those of other butterflies. From this Mr. Wallace' infers that
the peculiar secretions of the butterfly"extend to their larva and
egg state "; but this statementconcerning parasites,repeatedin his
later work, entitled Darwinism, appearsto be an assumptionnot
based on rigid investigation, for Dr. Scudder in I8894 corrects his
earlier statement and says that Anosia has its fair share of parasites,
i.e., not only an egg-parasite but an ichneumon and Tachina
parasite of the larva, while from a single pupa issued over fifty
Pteromalusflies.
Here it might be added that Seitz5 questions whether the Heliconidaeare themselvesinvariably malodorous,denying that this is
invariablythe case. He tested as many as fifty species of Danaids,
both African and American,but could not recognize the least odor,
disagreeable or otherwise; and a number of these species were
models for mimicry. In some but not in all Heliconids, Dr. Seitz
1Butterflies of New England, I, p. 745.

2 Nature,

III, I870, p. I47.

Nature, III, Dec. 29, 1870, p. I65. Also see Darwinism, I889, p. 238.
4
Buttrflies of New England, I, p. 745.
5 Zool. Jahrbiicher
Sfengel, III, p. 888. See also Beddard's Animal Colora-

3

tion, p. 197.
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detected an odor like that of napthaline. "'In Heliconius beskii,
a species with a particularlyevil odor, it was found that only a few
individuals were odoriferous . . . the odor is not persistent, but
depends upon some variablecircumstance,as food."'
I may add my own slight experiencewith Anosiaplexippus,taken
from my notes. September4 I caught one, and pinching it between
my fingers I could not detect any odor, nor could three other members of my family, but Prof. H. H. Wilder detected a slight odor
which he comparedto that of the larva of Samia ceceopia,only the
odor of the latter " is ten times as strong." On cutting out a bit of
the underside of the middle of the abdomenI tasted it and perceived
a very slight taste not like any substance known to me, and
certainly not resemblingthat of laudanum. On removing a larger
piece and pressing the abdomen the odor became moredistinct, and
one of my family at once detected it, although at first before it was
wounded she could perceive no odor. I tasted two pieces cut
from the middle of the abdomen, but the taste was hardly perceptible and not unpleasant, neither bitter, acid, or in any way pungent.
To sum up, the following birds in the United States of North
Americahave been seen to pursuebutterflies,viz.: the black-throated
green wood warbler, English sparrow,chipping sparrow,Savannah
and song sparrow, thistle finch, kingbird, phoebe bird, pewee,
mocking bird, purple martin, scarlet tanager, crow blackbird,
cuckoo and shrike.
Butterflies of the following species have been actually seen to
have been eaten: Pieris rapa (many more than any other kinds),
Vanessa milberti, Brenthis myrina, while Papilio turnus and P.
cybele were not eaten. It is evident that for temperate North
America and for Europe the evidence is entirely too slight to even
suggest the theory.
4. FACTS IN FAVOR OF THE BATES-MULLER HYPOTHESES.

The strongest body of facts in favor of the view that birds
in confinement have an appetite for butterflies is afforded by Mr.
F. Finn in his " Contributions to the Theory of Warning Colors
and Mimicry,"2his observationshaving been made in India. He
concludes that there is a general appetite for butterflies among
insectivorousbirds, " even though they are rarelyseen when wild to
1 Quoted
2

Journal

by Beddard, 1. c., p. 197.
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
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attack them." His experimentswere made with caged passerine
birds of the babbler and bulbul groups. He fed the birds with a
number of non-warningly-colored butterflies, together with four
Danais chrysippusand a Delias. On five occasions the supposed
inedible Danais was eaten by the bird, and at othertimes the Danais
were eaten, though on the whole the edible species were preferredby
the Liothrix, while Mr. Finn was not so sureaboutthe bulbuls. In
other series of experimentsthe "protected " butterflieswere eaten
by the bulbuls, even when offered as a choice a non-protected
Catopsilia.
It is to be observed that the birds would peck at Euplcea and
other protected butterflies,and afterwardwipe their beaks, but subsequently would return to the attack, beat off the Euploea'swings
and swallow it. It thus seems that even if a bird wipes its beak as
if in disgust after attacking an inedible butterfly,it may eventually
devour it.
Experimenting with a single bird in a cage, the racket-tailed
drongo shrike, it eat "without persuasion" several Danais chrysiippus and three D. genulia, and " with persuasion" two Papilio arisfolochiceand a P. polites, though maggots had been fed to them or
were available. The foregoing experimentsgive us the impression
that these birds in nature would not eat butterflies, when seed,
fruit or maggots, etc., were to be had.
Experimentingwith birds at liberty, on giving a Papilio demoleus to a wild mynah (Acridotlheres
tristis) which he had seen trying
to get at some butterflies in an insect cage, the bird knocked off
most part of the butterfly's wings and flew off with the tody.
Another mynah seized a disabled Danais genutia, and after battering it ate most of it. Another mynah seized a disabled Catopsilia
and Danais limniace, knocked off a fore wing of each and flewwith
them to a high building. On another occasion birds of the same
species pecked at Papilios, then leaving them.
Of two hornbills (Anthracoceros)one did not care about insects
at all, while the other readily ate several unprotected butterflies,
but "took, rubbed and refused Danais chrystppusand D. genutia
and Euplcea," yet it also refuseda Junonia and a Papilio.
It seems, then, in the words of Mr. Finn, that the common babblers ( Crateropuscanorus) ate the Danaid butterfliesreadilyenough
in the absence of others, but when offered a choice showed their
dislike of these "protected" forms by avoiding them. "This
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avoidance was much more markedwhen the birds were at liberty,
though even so a few of the objectionable butterflieswere eaten."
He saw a wild red-vented bulbul eat a white butterfly.
"Although I did not experiment on any of these at liberty, my
experience with the Liothrix (Liothrix luteus), mesia (Mesia argentauris), bhimraj (Dissemurusparadiseus), king crow (Dicrurus ater),

starling (Sturnus menzbieri),and shama(Kittacincla macrura)was
similar in that all of these birds objected to the Danainae,Delias
eucharis and Papilio aristolochie, especially, as a rule, to the last,
in comparisonwith other butterflies,or absolutely."
"I never saw the Chloropsis( Chloropsisaurifronsor malabarica)
or the Sibia (Malacias capistrata) eat any 'nauseous' butterfly,
except that in the case of the formerone Euplcea body and a few
bits of wing were eaten."
"The latter bird refused with apparent dislike the male of
Elymnias undularis, which should be palatable, and was as a
matter of fact usually liked by the birds to which I offered it.
Another mimetic species, Papilio polites, was not very generally
popular with birds, but much preferred to its model, P. aristolochi. "
" In several cases I saw the birds apparentlydeceived by mimicking butterflies. The common babbler was deceived by Nephronia hizpia, and Liothrix by HIypolimnas
misippus. The latter
bird saw through the disguise of the mimetic Papiliopolites, which
however was sufficientto deceive the bhimrajand king crow."
" Young hand-rearedbirds, like the shamaand bhimraj,had no
instinctive knowledge of the 'nauseous' forms, and ate them quite
readily at first, but soon gained experience. Birds caught when
old, when watched from the first, like the Sibia, firstMesiaand starling, appearedto know and avoid unpalatablespecies."
He finally concludes: " That many, probably most species dislike, if not intensely, at any rate in comparisonwith other butterflies, the 'warningly-colored' Danainae, Acrcea vioyce, Delias
eucharis, and Papilio aristolochic; of these the last being the most
distasteful, and the Danainaethe least so."
5.

ADVERSE

EVIDENCE,

FROM OBSERVATIONS

MADE

IN

EUROPE

AND ASIA.

Prof. Theo. D. A. Cockerell writes: "When I was a boy in
Sussex, England, there was a wooden summer house roofed, but
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open at the sides, in which we used to find great quantities of
moth's wings. The wings were scattered over the floor, and were
mostly of noctuids; the only species I now recall definitely is Scoliopteryx libatrix. We always supposed that this destructionwas
the work of bats, but now I think of it, we had no real proof of
that."
R. Newstead, in the Gardener's Chronicle,19oI, pp. 197, 217,
states that a fly-catcher(Muscicapagrisola L.) was seen flying after
butterflies,but each time when it could seize it stopped and let the
butterflyescape.
Mr. A. G. Butler1states: " I have collected in Kent for at least
thirty years, and it must be quite twenty-fiveyears since I last saw
Aporia crataegiflying in that county, but during the whole of the
thirty years I have never seen any bird but a sparrowattempt to
catch a butterfly."
Previously,2however, he says: "I have frequently seen birds
catch and devour the unprotectedspecies upon the wing."
Prof. L. Katharina3had an opportunityto observe a striking case
of the chase and captureof butterfliesby a bird. " I was with Dr.
Escherich in Central Asia, May 6, I895, where I was busy in a
fallow field in the neighborhoodof Angora catching Thais cerysii,
which at this time flew in such numbersthat I could catch six at a
time in my net, when a flock of bee-eaters(Meropsapiastor)began
to attack them. I heard the snapping of their bills and in a very
short time there was no trace of the slowly flying butterflies left,
and the birds disappeared." He had at home seen the redstart
(Ruticilla), which has a special predilection for butterflies,seize flying Pieris and carrythem to their nests. " An ornithologicalfriend
tells me that he has often raised caterpillarsso as to feed the butterflies to his birds, and that the chaffinch(Fringilla ce/ebs) are great
lovers of them."
" I am convinced that the very beautiful protective coloring of
butterfliesis of no use, the bee-eaterbeing attracted by their fluttering motion. I also think that the mimicry of protected species
by those not protected (Danaidse, Papilionidse, etc.) has as regards
color and markingsno great value.
1 Entomologist's Monthly Magazine, London,
XXIV, p. 40, July, 1887.
Nature, III, p. 165.
3 " Werden die
fliegenden Schmetterlingevon V6geln verfolgt ?" Biol. Central
blatt, 1898, p. 68o0.
2
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" When a deception of its enemy by a flying butterflyoccursthis
happens mostly through the mimicry of the mode of flight of the
protected butterfly."
" The experienced collector to some extent recognizes a species
by its flight, and is unable to recognize it by its color and marking on account of the distance and rapidityof its flight, or for some
otherreason. I say intentionally the species, since the species of one
and the same genus is distinguished from one another by certain
peculiaritiesof flight, or by its appearancewhen at rest, etc.
" But what attracts the eye of the collector may certainly more
readily attract the notice of animals engaged in the pursuitof butterflies. I should only consider such cases of mimicryas protective
mimicry in which the model, besides form and size, also mimics it
in thepeculiaritiesof its movements. Isolated statementsthereupon
are scattered through the literature,but so sparselythat most of the
cases regardedas those of mimicry should most of them be considered as cases of similarity of development resulting from similar
external conditions, above all climatic; certainlynot to selection."
Dr. Carl Russ expresslyrecommendsseeking for butterflies as a
special dainty for singing birds.
In an article on the pursuit of butterfliesby birds, called out by
that of Prof. Katharina,Prof. J. Kennel,1 of Dorpat, states that a
pairof warblers(Sylvia) fed their five young all daylong with Vanessa
urtice, some Parnassius amemosyneand apollo, which last species
was very rare in that region (the Estland coast), also Pieris rape,
and on many days Libellulidae. The butterflieswere carried to the
nest with their wings "cut in pieces." Also among the woods
were scattered the wings of different species of Catocala, Arctia,
Euprepia, whose bodies may have been eaten by bats and the goatsucker (Caprimulge), or perhapsby small owls.
" Near Kreman, L.iveland,I found one day among the bushes a
freshly emerged Pleuretes matronula and nearby the wings of two
other specimens. Here was proof that these Lepidoptera were
caught by birds (or bats) and eaten, all except the wings." He
also had seen swallows catch small moths (Tortrix viridana) and
small Noctuina.
He concludes that (i) such butterfliesas are caught by birds are
edible, and (2) that their colors are neither protective or warning
to the pursuer.
1 Bio. Centralblatt, I898, pp. 8Io-812.
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" Notwithstandingthat insect-eatingbirds are relativelyrare, and
perhaps only exceptionally capture butterflies,the latter are with
their small bodies and large wings difficult to seize. As a rule only
such birds as swallowswith their long bills can catch them. And
because of this difficultyin butterfliestheir colors and markingsare
not of very much importance. They are all rejected or captured
exceptionally, but at the same time almost without choice.
"It is not to be denied that many species are perhaps truly
inedible, but this must be carefullyconfirmedby painstakingobservation. It seems inadvisable to draw conclusions as to inedibility
and protection only from coloring, markings, shape of wing, or
special odors, which are not essentially perceptible to us."
Weismann, in his Vorlrdge, etc.

(1902),

claims that many butter-

flies are sacrificed by birds, though he records no instance of his
own observations,but quotes P6ppig as saying that in the primitive
forest of South America it is not difficult to recognize where one of
the Galbulidaehas chosen its favorite perch, since the wings of the
largest and most splendid butterflies,whose bodies are alone eaten,
cover the ground for some steps in circumference.
Direct observationson the pursuitof butterfliesby birds are due
especially to Dr. Hahnel, who while collecting in Central and
South America found many opportunities of observing it. He
writes: "No other kind of butterflies are so much hunted as the
Pieridae,and these robbers often snapped up the most beautiful
and fresh specimens close to me. The unfailing certainty of their
flight made me wonder, and I willingly paid for the spectacle
with the loss of a specimen." As to the chase of that large
species of Caligo, on whoseleaf-likeunder side is an ocellus, he says:
With incredible adroitnessdid the great creatureescape the strokes
of the beak of the bird following hard after it and escape from one
bush to another, until finally the hunted game.was driven into the
thickest of the mass of tangled branchesand the tired bird flew off
to a distance on another chase. Hahnel adds that the wonderfully
beautifulMorphocissus was seized by dragon flies, while quantities
of lizards pursueand eat butterflies(Weismanny. Caspariobserves
that swallows catch butterflies. He once let about a hundred
Vanessaantiopafly out of his window, " but scarcelyten reachedthe
woods nearby, the rest were eaten by the swallows," which collected
expressly for the purposebefore his window.
Slevogt has brought forwardmany proofs that our native butter-
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flies suffer much harm from birds, though Weismann does not
quote his instances.
But another German naturalist,Eimer, had previouslyarrived at
a different conclusion. In his Ontogenestsder Schmetterlinge
he remarks: " But who has ever seen a bird flying after butterflies
to such an extent that by this means a protective transformation
through selection could be attained? " From his own experience
Eimer only remembered one case, i.e., where a redstart(Ruticillus
fhaenicurva) seemed to carry a Pieris (?) in its beak. From lepidopterists and his students he could only get informationregarding
scattered cases where butterflieswere pursuedby birds.
Casesobservedin India and Ceylon.-About the year I884 a discussion arose in the Bombay papersas to whether birds preyed on
butterflies,and the general opinion expressedwas that it was comparatively rare for them to do so. This led Col. Yerburyto notice
such occurrences,with the following results. He saw a young king
crow (Dicrurus ater) stoop at a big blue Papilio and miss it. The
bird did not repeat the attempt. He afterward saw a young king
crow stoop at a Vanessakaschmirensis,and after missing it once
take it at the second attempt. He did not notice whetherthe insect
was eaten. He saw a bee-eater (Meropsphilippinus)keep flying in
front of his carriage and taking Pierinx as they rose in clouds.
The bird seemed to select the yellow females, which are rare, the
white femalesbeing to them probablyin the proportionof Ioo to i.
"An ashy swallow 'shrike (Artamus fuscus) caught six Euplcea
(Crastia cove)." (Marshalland Poulton.)
Cases observed in Burmah.-Col. Bingham saw a bee-eater
(Merops swinhoei) catch a butterfly(Cyrestis); more than once it
missed a butterfly, but eventually caught it; of the butterflies
hawkedand eaten by the bee-eaters there were five species. " I
also particularlynoticed that the birds never went for a Danais or
Euploeaor for Papilio macareusand P. xenocles,which are mimics
of Danais, though two or three species of Danais, four or five of
Euplcea,and the two above mentioned mimicking Papilios simply
swarmed along the whole road." The large Meropsphilippinus
with some king crows were seen hawking Catopsilia, flying in
clouds. The pigmy hawk or falconet (Microhierax carulescens)
was seen seizing a Papilio sarpedonin his claws. This bird also
uses butterflies'wings to form a pad for the bottom of its nest made
in a hole of a dry tree.
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Mr. A. G. Butler1states that an entomologist in Bombay had
informed him " that the Charaxespsaphonof Westwood was continually persecuted by the bulbul, so that he rarely captured a
specimen of this species which had not a piece snipped out of the
hind wing; he offeredone to a bulbul in a cage, and it was greedily
devoured, whilst it was only by repeated persecution that he
succeeded in inducing the bird to touch a Danais, which he offered
to it."
In his article " Mimetisme," Piepers refersto his experience during twenty-nine years spent in Java.
" One day when a Euplea rafflesiiMoore, i.e., a Danaid reputed
to be inedible, was disclosed in my garden where several of the
caterpillarsof this species had lived, I saw a bird (Edolius ?) seize
and eat it; the next day another shared the same fate. Twice also
have I seen a sparrowattack an AmathusiaphidippusL." These
large butterflies,though Rhopalocera,only fly at twilight, and the
one attacked had taken refuge on a whitewashed wall. "These
four cases are the only ones during the twenty-eight years of my
sojournin the Indies where I have seen birds attack any butterflies.
And even to justify the fact in question it is not enough that here
and there a butterflyis eaten by birds, but there should be a chase
of this kind so general and common that the existence of unprotected species should be endangered, and that an evolution like
their assumedmimicry should become of great utility. Moreover
the same thing occurs in other regions. Pryer has never seen an
instance during twenty years entomologizing in Borneo, nor
Skertchleyduring thirty years of observationin Europe, in Asia, in
Africa and in America. According to this last the celebratedentomologist Scudder would not credit this fact. In the session of the
London Society named below, held May3, I869, Home enumerated
a numberof insects which he had seen in India devoured by several kinds of animals; among these insects he mentioned moths but
no butterflies. Here in Holland it is also the same thing.
According to observations published in I890 by Butler, a small
English bird, also foundwith us in captivity, devouredwith apparent
relish hundredsof Pieris brassice and P. napi, but it is not observed
here that the birds chase these butterflies,although they are very
common. Moreoveras to England, Jordanhas at times seen a certain small insectivorous bird seize a butterfly,but Butler states that
1 Nature,

III, p. I65.
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during thirty years' residence in Kent he has not observed a single
fact of this kind.
Mr. Skertchly'sstatement is as follows:
" Mr. W. B. Pryer, in his notes on the Rhopaloceraof British
North Borneo, casts a doubt on certain points connected with the
theory of mimicry, stating that during twenty years' collecting in
the Far East he never saw a butterflytaken by a bird.1 Discussing
this question with him in England and Borneo I was led to study
the matter more particularly,and as my work takes me for months
at a time into the virgin forest, my opportunitieshave been unusuThat mimicry does exist probably no one has
ally great. ....
ever doubted since Bates first called attention to the phenomena.
The explanation, too, proffered at the time, that edible species
copied nauseousmorsels, was so simple, so full, so entirely explanatory that, like Darwin's theory of coral reefs, it seemed unassailable. Indeed so strong was this feeling, that few naturalists ever
seem to have looked for facts to supportit.
"Yet how meagre the evidence is! Surely if birds are in the
habit of eating butterfliesas a staple article of food, the fact would
be patent to every ornithologist and entomologist, to every one who
delights in the beauties of nature. Such is not the case, and even
Distant, in his ' Rhopalocera malayana,' can only cite a few isolated cases. That some birds frequently,and others occasionally,
devour butterfliesis certain. But these are rare exceptions.
"Mr. Pryer's remarkhas been paralleled by Mr. Scudder, and
after thirty years' observationof insects and birds in Europe, Asia,
Africa and America, I can confidently assert that I have never yet
seen a bird take a butterfly."2
Prof. E. A. Minchin, while in Madras,saw a bird swoop down
and carry off a butterfly(Elymnias undularis).'
6. CASES OBSERVED IN NATAL, SOUTH AFRICA.

In his " Five years of observationsand experimentson the bionomics of South African insects," G. A. K. Marshallgives records
1 Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., Jan., I887, p. 44. Mr. Pryer's statement is as
follows: ', Moths are ruthlessly eaten by birds by day and by bats at night; but
I have never once in a twenty years' experience seen a butterfly taken by a
bird." (A. S. P.)
2 Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., 6th Ser., III, I889, p. 477.
3 7rans. Ent, Society, London, 1904, p. xxxvii.
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of attacks on butterfliesby wild South Africanbirds. He remarks:
" Personally I do not suppose I have seen such an occurrencemore
than perhapshalf a dozen times, the birds being the paradise flycatcher (Terpsiphone perspicillata), the bee-eater (Merops a/iaster),
and two rollers ( Coracias spatulata and Eurystomus afer); but then

I admit that I have paid little or no attention to the matter until
quite recently." This was in a letter written in Natal, October 7,
I897. After this, as Prof. Poulton states, Mr. Marshallkept a careful
record of his observations. At Durbanhe saw a paradisefly-catcher
catch a specimen of Eronia cleodora, seizing it with its feet, and

carry it off. In I898 he saw a Marico wood shrike (Bradyornis
mariquensis) dart down from a tree and catch a Sarangesa eliminata

(Holl.) which was sitting with outspreadwings on a small plant.
He saw a bush kingfisher (Halcyon chelicutensis)catch and eat two
butterflies (funonia cebrene and Catopsiliaflorella),

both of which

were captured when feeding. He also saw a fly-catcher (Pachyprora molitor) make several futile attempts to catch a Tarucus
plinius.

A drongo (Buchanga assimilis) was seen flying past with a

white butterfly (probably C. floreila) in its beak. Remains of a
Papilio demodocus were found in the stomach of a cuckoo (Coccyster
caffer).

In 899 a paradisefly-catcherpassedby and with a loud snap of its
beak tried to catch a butterfly(Atella phalantha), which escaped,
though the bird had cut off the tip of one wing. A hobby (Falco
subbuteo)had in its stomach an almost entire Terias. He saw a
drongo catch a white moth, and almost at once drop another white
moth of the distastefulgenus Diacrisia (D. maculosa). An observer
at Gazaland saw a South African stonechat(Pratincola torquata)in
chase of a Tarucusplinius, and he saw the wings of a lot of butterflies (chiefly P. corinneus)below the branchof a tree on which some
swallowswere constantly settling. Marshallsaw a drongo hawking
insects:fromthe top of a dead tree. " There were many Pieringa
about, chiefly Teracolus and Belenois, but the bird paid not the
least'attention to them." At last one with broken wings went by so
that its flight was weak and erratic; the drongo swooped down on
it, but the butterflydropped into the long grass. " This episode
would point to the conclusion that the fact that birds refrain from
pursuingbutterfliesmay be due ratherto the difficulty in catching
them, than to any widespread distastefulness on the part of these
insects."
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The beautiful plates illustrating the injuries to the 'wings of
various butterflies attributedto the bites of birds, lizards, etc., are
of much interest, though even if it were proved that the mutilations
were actually due to the attempts of such vertebrates to seize the
insects, rather than to their being battered and torn by wind or
rain, they scarcely form a body of evidence proving that butterflies
constitute an important article of food for birds, but rather that
they are only stray tid-bits; much less does the evidence seem to
us sufficientto afforda foundation for a theory of the origination of
species.
Thus of the twenty-fivefigureson P1. IX, it is stated that ten of
the figuresreprcsent mutilations attributed to the bites of lizards,
and one to the attacks of a mantis. Of the thirty-three figures on
P1. X eleven are referred to the attacksof birds, six to those of
lizards, while the others are not explained. Of the twenty-four
figures on P1. XI thirteen are referredto the bites of birds, one to
the attempt on the part of a lizard and two to injury by a possible
mantis.
Mr. Mansel Wealel mentions seeing in Brooklyn, Kaffraria,
Tlchitrea cristata darting at P. agathina ; " Cypselus caffer I have

seen take small moths from the grass, and dart at Terias rahel on
our open flats; Motacilla capensis I have seen take moths and
P. hellica; Dururus musicus is a voracious bird amongst insects,

and takes moths, though I cannot state I have seen it capture
Rhopalocera, yet I think it also attacks Pieridae."
THEORIES.
7. THE BATES-MULLER

The theory of protective coloration, i.e., that animals of many
groups are protected from observation by their color, is generally
accepted, though there is a difference of opinion as to the active
cause of the adaptation, or harmony, i.e., whether it is the result of
the physical agency of light and shade, with or without moisture,or
is due to naturalselection.
The Batesian theory.-Mr. Bates2first states that the majorityof
the species of Heliconidae have very limited ranges. " I was surprised," he says, "when traveling on the upper Amazons from east
to west, to find the greater part of the species of Ithomiae changed
t Nature, III, p. 508.
2 Trans. Linn. Soc.
London, xxiii, I862,

pp. 495-566.
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from one locality to another, not furtherremoved than loo to 200
This is remarkablewhen we consider that the whole
miles ....
of the country of the upper Amazons is a nearly level plain, uniformlycovered with forest, and offering no perceptible differencein
soil or otherphysicalconditions." Many of these local species have
the appearanceof being geographicalvarieties, but they are "'good
and true species "; where a numberof very closely allied species fly
together they keep themselves perfectly distinct, not hybridizing.
These species led Bates to believe that "many of the now distinct
species of Heliconidse have arisen from local varieties, segregated
from the variations of preexisting widely disseminated species."
Correspondingraces of counterfeiting butterflies of other families
and moths accompanythese local forms. " In some places I found
proof that such species are modified from place to place to suit the
peculiar forms of Heliconidae there stationed." He then mentions
the well-known case of the mimicry of Ithomia by Leptalis. The
Ithomireare all excessively numerousin individuals, while the Leptalides are exceedingly rare, and " cannot be more than as I to Iooo
with regardto the Ithomise." In a polymorphicformlike the Leptalis
lysinoe,the variationshe thinks "have not arisen by simple variation or sports in one generation, but, as we shall presently see, by
an external agency accumulatingthe modificationsof many generations, in two diverging directions." On p. 508 he states that it is
" clear that the mutualresemblancein this and other cases cannot
be entirely due to similarity of habits or the coincident adaptation
of the two analoguesto similar physicalconditions," yet in the next
sentence he remarks: "I think the facts of similar variation in
two alreadynearly allied forms do sometimes show that they have
been affectedin a similarway by physical conditions," adding that a
" great numberof insects are modified in one direction by a seaside
habitat." " I found also the general colors of many widely different species affected in a uniform way in the interior of the South
American continent.' But this does not produce the specific imitation of one species by another; it only prepares the way for it."
The italics are ours, and in this pregnant sentence we have the
whole matter of mimicry in a nutshell. The physical agents,
variations of light and heat, are what prepare the way; they are
the initial causes.
Bates then asks what advantagethe Heliconidae possess to make
so flourishinga group,adding: " It is probablethey are unpalatable
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to insect enemies." And then after stating that they all have a
peculiarsmell, he mentions almost incidentally: " I never saw the
flocks of slowly-flying Heliconidae in the woods persecutedby birds
or dragon flies, to which they would have been an easy prey; nor,
when at rest on leaves, did they appearto be molested by lizards or
the predaceousflies of the familyAsilidae,which were very often seen
pouncing on butterfliesof other families." Here it may be added
that Bates nowhere states that he ever saw a bird pursuing or
devouring a butterfly,and does not dwell on this subject, beyond
remarking (on p. 499) that the Heliconidae "show every sign of
flourishing existence, although of slow flight, feeble structure,
unfurnishedwith apparent means of defense, and living in places
which are incessantly haunted by swarmsof insectivorousbirds."
Bates' explanation of the origin of mimetic species is by natural
selection, although he says: " In what way our Leptalis originally
acquired the general form and colors of Ithomise I must leave
undiscussed." He suggests, however (p. 512), that the selecting
agents are insectivorous animals, which gradually destroy those
sports or varieties that are not sufficientlylike Ithomiae to deceive
them." He also says: "The conditions of life of these creatures
are different in each locality where one or more separate local
forms prevail, and those conditions are the selecting agents."
Bates' discussion of this subject is broad and sound, due to his
observationsover wide regions of country, and to carefulstudies on
his return to England. He was evidently impressedwith the fact
that local varieties arise from local conditions of the environment,
and does not entirely rely on the attacks of insectivorousbirds; in
this respect he is less narrowthan later writers on mimicry, allowing as he does, and even seeming to waver between, the modifications due to changes in the physical conditions and the action of
insectivorousbirds alone.
How Mr. Bates regardedthe subject seventeen yearslater may be
seen by his comments on Miiller's theory, made at a meeting of the
Entomological Society of London in June, 1879 (Trans., p. xxviii),
which we quote on p. 419.

Here might be cited the statement of another naturalist, Dr.
Seitz,1who found in a forest of southernBrazil a perfectly circumscribed region in which the insects were almost entirely blue; a few
1 Zoolog. Yahrbicher, V, p. 317, I890.
Coloration," p. 46.

Quoted by Beddard, "Animal
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miles away from this locality the insects were red, yellow--any
color but blue; but in this particularlocality blue was so characteristic a tint, that out of twenty butterfliesten were entirely blue and
the remaining ten partially blue. Nor was blue found to be confined to the Lepidoptera, the flies and Hemiptera were also largely
blue. Dr. Seitz adds that we must not put down every color to
mimicry, need for protective resemblance,warning coloration and
so forth; for there are plenty of phenomena which do not seem
capable of explanationon any of these theories.
Miuller'stheory.-In his paper published in Kosmos, May, I879,
and translated with notes by Mr. Meldola in the Transactionsof
the Entomological Society of London, for the same year, Muller
stated his theory.
After discussing the resemblancesin shape and color between
Ituna ilione and Thyridia megisto, and the structuraldifferences
which prove that they must have had separateancestors,he inquires
which is the original form and which the mimic. " Does not," he
says, "a species which serves as a model occur always in countless
swarms,while the mimic is a hundredtimes more rare? Does not
the model bear the hereditary coloring of its genus and family,
while the mimic appearsin borrowedplumes? And finally, is not
the model unpalatable on account of its repulsive taste and odor,
being for these reasonssafe from foes, while the mimic finds protection in its disguise, without which it would be devoured as a tasty
model ?"
Muller then states that the imitating species may, at least in some
districts, be morecommon than its model; "it is also conceivable,"
he says, " that the model species may become extinct while the mimicking species remains unaffected." He then says that in the case
of the Ituna and Thyridia under consideration, both species are
rare, at least in Santa Catharina," and their relative numbersgive
no clue, therefore, as to which is the mrodel." Both also are
equally well protected by distastefulness. He also adds: "Now
what does the mimicry of protected species signify ? What advantage can it be to the rare Eueides parana to be so wonderfullylike
the common Acracathalia, and what benefit can one species derive
from resembling another, if each -is protected by distastefulness?
Obviously none at all if insectivorous birds, lizards, etc., have
acquiredby inheritancea knowledge of the species which are tasteful or distastefulto them-if an unconsciousintelligence tells them
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what they can safely devour and what they must avoid. But if each
single bird has to learn this distinction by experience, a certain
numberof distasteful butterflies must also fall victims to the inexperience of the young enemies. Now if two distastefulspecies are
sufficientlyalike to be mistaken for one another, the experience acquired at the expense of one of them will likewise benefitthe other;
both species togetherwill only haveto contributethe samenumberof
victims which each of them would have to furnishif they were different. If both species are equally common, then both will derive
the same benefit from their resemblance-each will save half the
numberof victims which it has to furnishto the inexperience of its
foes. But if one species is commoner than the other, then the
benefit is unequally divided, and the proportional advantage for
each of the two species which arises from their resemblance is as
the squareof their relative numbers.
"If two species are concerned, of which the one is very common
and the other very rare, then the advantagefalls almost entirely on
the rarerspecies. If, for example, Acrea thalia were a thousand
times commoner than Eueides parana, the latter would derive a
million times greaterbenefit from the resemblanceof the two species, whilst for the Acraea the benefit is practically nil. Thus
Eueidesparana might by natural selection be converted into one
of the most exact mimics of Acrceathalia, althoughit is just as distasteful as the species imitated.
" On the other hand, if two or even severaldistastefulspecies are
about equally common, resemblance brings them a nearly equal
advantage, and each step which the other takes in this direction is
preserved by naturalselection-they would always meet each other
numerically-so that finally one would not be able to say which of
them has served as the model for the others. In this manner are
explained those cases where several allied distasteful species (e.g.,
Colenis julia,

Eueides aliphtra, and Dione juno) resemble one

another-cases where such resemblance cannot be regarded as
inherited, and yet where neither of the species appear to claim to
have served as a model for the others.
" To this category Ituna and Thyridia may belong, although the
first has probablymade the greater step in passing from the former
dissimilarityto the present resemblanceof the two species."
It will be interesting to read the comments on this paper made
by Mr. Bates at the same meeting. He remarkedthat " he could
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not see that Dr. Miller's explanations and calculations cleared up
all the difficulties. The numerous cases where species which are
themselves apparentlyprotected by their offensive secretions evidently mimic other species similarly protected still form a great
stumbling block. The excessive complexity of the question must
be evident to all who read Dr. Fritz Miiller's writings on this subject. The phenomena with regard to the Heliconidae, stated
broadly, were these: In tropicalSouth Americaa numerousseries of
gayly-coloredbutterfliesand moths, of very differentfamilies,which
occur in abundancein almost every locality a naturalist may visit,
are found all to change their hues and markings together, as if by
the touch of an enchanter'swand, at every few hundred miles, the
distances being shorter near the eastern slopes of the Andes than
nearerthe Atlantic. So close is the accord of some half a dozen
species (of widely different genera) in each change that he (Mr.
Bates) had seen them in large collections classedand named respectively as one species. Such a phenomenonwas calculated to excite
the interest of the traveling naturalist in the highest degree.
Although the accordant changes were generally complete, cases
occurred in which intermediatevarieties were still extant, and the
study of these had given him, when he was in South America, the
clue to an explanationwhich, however,does not embracethe whole
of the problem" (p. xxix).
From the facts regarding these local varieties thus stated by
Bates, we seem warrantedin ascribing the minletic resemblancesto
convergence, or exposure to the same conditions of light, heat,
moisture,etc., affectingall the individualsof a varietysimultaneously,
rather than to what is vaguely called " naturalselection." A geographicalseries of each locality arranged in orderfrom east to west
would graphicallyelucidate the problem.
8. CRITICISMS
OF THE BATES-MULLER
HYPOTHESES.

The color and markingsof animals in general are primarilydue
to the action of light and the color of the environment or background. To supposethat in tlhecase of butterfliesalone the colors
of the mimics are due to the attacks of birds, whereas remarkably
few butterflies,as we have seen, are ever eaten by them, is a cause
so inadequate, so limited in its scope and so one-sided, that it is
no wonder the hypotheseshas many opponents.
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JMimicry not primarily due to natural selection.-As

has been

often stated by Semperand others, naturalselection is not a transforming agent, but rather results in the preservation of species.
With little doubt models and mimics resemble each other because
the light and backgroundor environmentare the same, and act on
great numbersof individuals in a given area.
While Bates, and apparentlyFritz Miller, put forwardtheir views
in a tentative way, later writersof the extreme Darwinian school,
notably Wallace, Poulton, Weismann, and a few others, strongly
insist on the entire sufficiencyof the selection hypothesis, claiming
that it is the sole, primitive cause of the mimicry. Thus Prof.
Poulton1goes so far as to claim that "birds are among the chief
enemies of butterflies," adding: "That they have been the chief,
if not the only, agents in the production of mimicry, whether
Batesian or Miillerian, "I have little doubt." Again he says:
"The intensely procryptic habits and colors of many nymphaline
genera have certainly been brought about by selection, due to the
great keennessand successof insect-eatinganimalsin their pursuit."
This conclusion does not harmonizewith what appearsto be the
fact that only a very limited numberof birds in any country, temperate or tropical, is as yet knownto pursuebutterflies,or that they,
with the exception of the bee-eater, use these insects as a staple
article of food.
Bright colors not invariably associated with a nauseous taste or

odor.-While certain showy, brilliantly painted butterflies and
other less conspicuouslymarkedspecies are known to have a disagreeable taste or odor, there are multitudesof black or obscurely
marked beetles, bugs, etc., which are still more malodorous and
provided with ':stink-glands." Many more detailed observations
and anatomical investigations need to be made on the subject of
inedible Lepidoptera. The unpalatable nymphalid butterflies
(Ithomiinae,Danainae,Heliconinae and Acraeinae)apparentlyvary
in the natureand extent of the secretions. For nearly all that we
know of the occurrence of repugnatorial glands in Heliconid
butterflieswe are indebted to Fritz Miiller, who detected in Colaenis, Heliconius, Eueides and Dione a pair of anal eversible glands
which give out a disagreeable odor, and which appear to be the
homologue of the odoriferousglands of butterfliesof other groups.
1 Transactions
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Such glands have not yet been detected in our Anosiaplexippus.
In this as in other butterfliesthe slightly disagreeabletaste or smell
is probably due to the pigment in the scales of the wings. The
lepidotic acid of Gonopteryxrhamni is thought by Hopkins to be
repellant to birds.'
It is well known that Arclia virgo, Leucarctia acr&ea,Spilosoma
virginica, Pyrrharctia isabella, etc., secrete in eversible abdominal
glands a rank, bad smelling odor which, as we have observed, is
like that of laudanum. Yet these moths have no mimics, and only
one of them, the Arctia, has warning colors. A few of the Syntomidae and Zygsenidasare known to emit a disagreeable odor,
as the species of Zygaena,but on tasting bits of the abdomen of a
female Ctenucha virginica I was unable to detect any unpleasant taste; on offering one to a parrot it seized it, but let it drop
and did not eat it. I do not, however, regardthis experimentas a
satisfactory one, as the bird may have been frightened by my
attempts to hand the moth to it.
Mimicry due to convergence.-It is plainly evident that the
Batesian, and more especially the Miillerian,hypothesesrests on an
insecure basis and will have to be abandoned,and that the phenomena of mimicry should be attributedto convergence; certainly not
primarilyto the biological environment,i.e., to the fancied struggle
for life with insectivorousbirds.
That protective mimicry is due to convergence is denied by Mr.
Marshall.' In stating the case of Papilio leonidasof Mashonaland
and Delagoa Bay, with its "strong and rapid flight," in contrast
with the " slow sailing movements" of its southernparallelvariety
brassides, " to show off its coloration which is so characteristic of
the protected Danainas and Acraeinae,"he does not attribute the
difference in these two varieties to simple climatic or local causes,
but to adaptationby mimicry owing to the abundanceof its model
Amauris echeria, adding: " It does not seem to me that convergence would explain the facts, for if leonidas is itself protected it
lPhil. Trans. Roy. Soc. London, 1895, pp. 661-682. See also Packard's
Text-bookof Entomology, p. 206.
2Five years' observations and experiments (1896-1901) on the bionomics of
South African insects, chiefly directed to the investigation of mimicry and warning colors, by Guy A. K. Marshall. With a discussion of the results and other
subjects suggested by them, by E. B. Poulton, etc., Tians. Ent. London, I902,
p. 507.
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should exhibit throughout its range that slow flight which is the
' hall-mark' of protection, which it certainly does not in Mashonaland." We venture, however, to inquire whether climatic or local
causes are not sufficientto account for the " reduction in size and
numberof the spots in the fore wing, and the toning down of the
color from glaucous green to greenish-white,accompanied by the
markedchange in its mode of flight."
The changes in shape of wings and in color are probablydue to
the action of light and temperature,and also to the differencein
amount and nature of the pigment. The cases of mimicry in butterflies of differentgroups,as well as in beetles, Hemipteraand other
orders, seem also due to the fact that there is in day-flying insects,
after all the variety of hues, a somewhat limited range of colors,
and also of patterns. I am inclined to believe that these factors
have so operatedas to bring about the wonderful cases of convergence exemplified by the instances of Batesian and Miillerian
mimicry.
In a discussion on mimicry Mr. Elwes' affirmed" that there was
too much assumptionabout both the Batesian and Miillerian theories. In many supposed cases he doubted whether the so-called
models were protected by taste or smell.' He referredto the extraordinary superficialresemblancebetween two Pieridaefound in the
high Andes of Bolivia and two others found at similar elevations in
Ladak, Asia, and was inclined to think that similar conditions of
environment producedsimilar effects."
Referring to Meldola's opinion that Euplaa distantiis the mimic
of the somewhatabundantE. breweri, Mr. Distant' states that the
former is found both in the Malay Peninsula, Java and Sumatra,
whilst the latter is unknown to inhabit either Java or Sumatra,
though plentiful in the Malay Peninsula. "Consequently in Java
and Sumatrait mimics a species which does not exist nearer than
in the Malay Peninsula (that is, accepting this 'mimicry hypothesis ')."
Eisig has suggested, and Beddard and others have enlarged the
view, that those bright colors of animals which have hitherto been
regarded as of warning significance, are merely the substance or
secretions which confer the unpleasant taste, and that therefore
Wallace's older interpretationis unnecessaryand in fact erroneous.
1 Trans. Ent. Soc. London.
2 Annals and
Mag. Nat. Hist., 5.thser., xi, 1883, p. 46.
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We fall back on the experiments of Steinach, which demonstrate
that light often acts as a direct stimulus. He glued strips of black
paper to the skin of frogs which were kept in the dark; when they
were exposed to the light only the uncovered parts of their skin
returnedto a lighter color, while the covered parts remained dark.
To avoid all doubts the experimentswere repeated on skin separated from the body, and photogramsof letters and flowers,cut out
of black paper and glued to the skin, were reproduced upon it.
These experiments prove the truth of Biederman's claim that
the color-cells of the frog change their shape owing to the direct
action of light and temperature.'
The researchesof Krukenbergand others show that light has a
marked influence on the colors of insects; and the criticisms of
Hagen, with the later researches of Hopkins, Urech, Mayer and
others on pigments, all tend to show that the colors and markings
of insects and other animals which by some theorists are attributed
to natural selection, are really the result of the action of the
primary factors of evolution, such as changes of light, heat and
cold, moisture and dryness, etc., color and pattern being at the
outset produced by metabolic and physiological processes.2
So-called warning colors in Coleoplera,etc.-Some of the socalled " warning patterns" of ground and tiger beetles, especially
the former(Anthia), are claimed by Marshall and Poulton to be
"very remarkable and effective." They are ornamented with
large spot and stripes. When alarmed they are said to adopt a
very characteristicwarning attitude, and like Brachinus they eject
to the distance of from four to five feet a strong acid secretion
which producesa strong stinging sensation when it touches the skin
of the face or back of the hands.
Here it should be observed that these spotted Carabidae,unlike
the majorityof the family, are diurnal in their habits, preferring
open, treeless places exposed to the direct heat and sunlight.
They are purely terrestrialin their habits, very conspicuous, and
prefer an open, treeless country; they can project an acid, caustic
secretion to a distance of four or five feet.
Upon looking over the beautifulplates illustrating Marshall and
Poulton's interesting memoir, it strikes one that in accumulatingso
many examplesof warning colors, they attempt to prove too much.
1
Pfluger's Archiv Phys., p. 51, 1892.
2 See our Text-book
of Entomology, pp. 201-210,

for abstracts.
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In other words, the repetition in so many insects of such different
orders, often in different partsof the world, of certain colors in certain designs or patternscan scarcelybe explainedby attributingtheir
appearanceto the action of naturalselection. Upon looking at the
colored plates of Hymenoptera, Coleoptera, Hemiptera, Diptera,
etc., in Marshalland Poulton's memoir, or examining similar series
in a collection, where the colors are chiefly black or brown and
yellow or yellow.brown,one is struck by what after all is the slight
range of colors, and by the repetition of the same style of markings
and of similar patternsor designs. These, being especiallyfrequent
and characteristicofday-flying,light-seekingLepidoptera,Hymenoptera and Diptera, as well as Hemiptera,dragon flies, etc., appearto
be due to the stimulusof light and shade, to high temperature,combined as a rulewith moisture. These modificationsand adaptations
also have evidently affected multitudes of individuals in a given
area; i.e., all those exposed to a similar physical environment.
The claim that the markingsof the Coleopterarepresentedon PI.
XVII, entitled "Warning patterns and mimicry of Mutillidae in
Carabidaeand Cicindelidae,etc.," are the resultof naturalselection,
seems rather far-fetched. The Cicindelae in northern countries,
however it may be in South Africa, are much more abundant than
the species of Mutilla, and therefore less liable to be exterminated
or eliminated than these rather scarce Hymenoptera; moreover,
nearly all tiger beetles are day-flyers and are more or less bright
colored, spotted, or adorned with metallic tints. The spotted
Carabidaeareexceptional; we have spottedspecies in NorthAmerica,
and their supposed models, Mutilla, are as infrequent. We should
prefer to look upon the species of Anthia figured(A. 6-guttatafrom
India, A. nimrodand A. omopiatafrom West Africa) as simply due
to convergence; the spots in the beetles and in the Mutilloearising
fromthe same exposure to the sun's rays in a warm country. in
this case we should waive any furthercausal connection.
That the coloration of the Mutillaeand of the carabids cited is
protective is quite evident, but we would doubt whether Miillerian
mimicry is suggested or proved by the similarityof the markingsof
these insects. Mr. Marshallstates: " The Mutillidaeof course are
armed with a powerful sting, which however they are slow to use,
and besides they are very hard; the red prothoraxis by no means
conspicuous when they are running on the ground, the abdomen
being the part that catches the eye, and when hard pressed this is
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elevated in the air evidently as a warning. I have noticed that it
is very difficult to distinguish the pattern while the insect is running, the general impressionbeing merelythat of a black body with
white spots. The same applies to the Cicindelidae and Carabidae,
which are all fast runnersand most of them very difficult to distinguish inter se in the field at first sight." Now we would inquire
whether we need to invoke so speculative a hypothesis as the
Miillerianone for these cases. Are they not almostexactly paralleled
by the spots and bands of animals of numerousother orders which
live exposed to the direct sunlight or to light and shade, such as the
day-flying insects of different orders, spiders, the exceptionally
marked rodents, myrmecophaga,chipmunk, zebra, African kudus,
the tiger, leopard and other cats; in all these animals when running, leaping or flying the outlines of the body are rendered more
or less indistinct by the blending of the markings. The Miillerian
theory should either be extended to include all banded and spotted
animals or discarded.
On P1. XVIII, entitled "Mashonaland insects of many orders
with Lycoid pattern and coloring, etc.," are sixty-two figures of
as manyspecies-," which live on flowers,are most conspicuous"all claimed to imitate Lycus, the species of which are distasteful,and
which presumablyowe, according to the advocates of the Miillerian
theory, their origination and preservationto this cause. All the
insects on this plate have the same general yellowish-ochrehue, the
end of the body or of the wings tipped or colored dark brown; a
selection is made of Coleoptera of different families, of various
heteropterousHemiptera,of variousHymenoptera,such as species of
Cerceris, Pompilus, and slow-flying, strong-smelling ichneumons
(Bracon, etc.). How Pompilus, so amply equipped with its sting
for protection against birds and lizards, should enjoy immunity
from attack by its resemblance to a harmless beetle protected by
its bitter flavor is not clear. The great group of Pompilidae and
allies taken the world over vastly outnumber the few scattered
species of Lycus, so that in this case, as well as the carnivorous
Coleoptera mentioned, to assume, as the Millerian theory does,
that such great groups, or certain of them, have come into being
and maintain themselves by natural selection seems an unnecessary hypothesis. Are not the resemblancesto a Lycus of the two
Zygoenids, which are paralleled by the American Lycomorpha,
simply cases of convergence due to similar heat, dryness and other
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conditions on the elevated plateauof Mashonaland? As to the supposed resemblanceof the Pimplaewith dark barredwings, do they
not bear quite as close a resemblanceto Panorpa?
"Miillerian mimicry in South African beetles, etc.," is further
illustrated by P1. XIX, with fifty-nine excellent colored figures.
The first sixteen figuresrepresent " a powerfulgroupof Cantharidae
and the insects convergent toward them, and having conspicuous
cream, orange or red bands on a black ground." In reflecting on
the causes of this similarity in coloring of Ethiopian Cantharidae,
Mylabris, etc., it occurs to one that in the humid and cool climate
of the northern United States the species of Cantharisare black or
gray, in the southwesternStates and Territories that they become
gray and spotted, in southern Europe the typical species is of a
brilliant rich green, but not banded or spotted, while in Africa,
with its torrid heats, these beetles though of differing genera are
banded, or run into secondaryforms in which the bands are broken
into spots. Is there not here a direct and controlling relation to
the climatic conditions, i.e., heat and heat-lovinghabits, elevation,
moisture or dryness? Whatever the style of coloration, they all
secrete from the waste products of the blood a bitter vesicant
pigment, by which the individuals are protected, whateverbe their
color, by their more than disagreeabletaste and after effects.
In this plate a numberof Hemiptera, yellowish or reddishbanded
with black, somewhat resembling the beetles, are introduced, but
they are themselves distastefuland sufficientlyprotected unless very
unlike their congeners known to be such.
The markingsof beetles of various other families, Coccinellidae,
Chrysomelidaeand Cerambycidxe,some distasteful,others innocuous
or neutral, are evidently the result of convergence, and the more
such examplesare multiplied the stronger is the case for convergence.
In the last figures(53-59) are blackish ants, with shades of reddish, Megapetusatratus, a hemipter, and a Myrmecophana?fallax,
a cricket-like form. Now there is at first sight a general resemblance to the ants on the partof these hemipterousand orthopterous
mimickers,but this is due to the loss of wings by disuse, the result
of lack of exercise in flight, a cause vastly more thoroughgoingand
transformingthan the good or bad taste of the pigment.
Again, take the case of Belt's Nicaragua frog. All the frogs
observed by Belt, with this one exception, are like those in all other
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parts of the world, green or brown, imitating green or dead leaves
and living among foliage, while others hide in holes and under
logs. " All these come out only at night to feed, and they are all
preyed upon by snakes and birds." But the single inedible species
is conspicuouslymarkedwith red and blue, and it is a significant
fact that it hops about in the daytime. It is apparentlyto this
habit of living in the hot sunlight that the color markings of this
frog owe their origin, driven perhaps by competition to the
necessity of seeking insects in broad daylight. The sunlight and
moistureof the Nicaraguanclimate is perhapswith little doubt the
cause of the deposition of a larger amount of pigment than in the
other species; it is consequently more concentrated and acrid or
nauseous,and thus repugnant to birds. We know that toads are
not eaten so readily as frogs, owing to the acrid secretion from
their skin. The Nicaraguan frog then, as a result of an original
change in habit, became permanently diurnal, consequently the
more abundantpigment, varyingin thickness and density on different parts of its body, made it gayly banded and spotted, so that
birds learned to avoid it. The result is that by selection, if one
pleases, the species becomes established and preserved,so long as
the naturalconditions of existence remain unaltered. But we submit that the primaryor initial causes or factors in the evolution of
the so-called warningcolors and taste are the result of exposure to
the direct sunlight, and consequent excessive pigmentation; the
food also being more abundant, as the other species are hidden
away; finally we will allow that the species are preservedby what is
called naturalselection, though we grant this with the proviso that
natural selection is powerless to act and entirely wanting and
insufficient should a change of conditions, physical, climatic and
biological, superveneto change the creature'shabits. And so it is
with the bitter-tastingbutterfliesand their conspicuous colors and
markings; their light-loving habitsand a hot, moist climate are the
causes of modification-causes which cannot be overlooked or
ignored.
9. PROTECTIVEMIMICRYNOT NECESSARILYAPPLICABLETO SNAKES.

O. Boettger,' as the result of the examinationof a collection from
Brazil, finds that the prevailingcolors are red, black and white or
1 Bericht d. Senckenberg. Naturforsch.
yourn.

Roy. Micr. Soc.,

go900,p. 311.

Ges., I899,

pp. 75-88.
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yellow, arrangedin certain definite patterns. Of eight species of
Elaps and the same numberof species of harmlesssnakes, the latter
"mimic " the Elaps.
But in India where three poisonous genera are mimicked by three
harmless genera, the poisonous, however, prey on the mimics;
they are not protected except from birds.
10.

MULLERIAN

MIMICRY

NOT

APPLICABLE

IN

CERTAIN

CASES

EVEN IN BUTTERFLIES.

Mr. G. F. Matthews,visiting the Solomon Islands, writes: "A
very interesting case of mimicry occurred here. A dark brown
Euplceawith broad white outer margins, and Danais insolata with
markingsalmost identical, were fairly plentiful; but, to add to the
confusion of things, a Hypolimnas, which on the wing might have
been mistaken for either, was flying with them. Which mimicked
which it was difficult to say, or the reason of the mimicry, as all
three genera are avoided by birds both in the larva and perfect
stages. The theories of Miiller and of Bates have been strongly
maintained by ultra-Darwinians; but there is on the part of some
who have seen how seldom birds seem to care to chase butterfliesof
any kind a feeling that the theories in question have but a limited
basis of fact."
Sir George F. Hampson discussesin Nature what he aptly calls
"museum mimicry." "It was," he says, "recently stated by
Colonel Swinhoe that Danaid butterfliesare mimicked, as a means
of protection, by three genera of the Chalcosia group of moths."
But it appearsthat the latter secrete strong acrid juices, as does the
whole family to which they belong, while they are so distasteful
that hardly any other animals will touch them; their habits too are
very different from those of butterflies,and no one, he says, who
knows them could possibly believe in protective mimicry between
the two groups.
I.

INDIFFERENCE

SHOWN TO BUTTERFLIES

BY BIRDS.

It appears to be the case in Europe that birds actually reject or
at least are indifferentto butterflies,and this seems to be the case
in the United States and Canada, judging from the facts now
known, and my own slight observations. Birds will as if in play
dart after butterflies,as they will after a flying leaf, but will not
devour them, while they will catch and eat moths.
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Thus Irmscher'states than on setting free a large numberof common Noctuids (species of Agrotis and Leucania) most of them were
eater by the redstartresting near by. But it was remarkable that
of the numerous Vanessaio which he set free, not a single one was
caught by the redstarts.
Dr. A. Seitz2 records having seen Pieris make a rush after the
feathersof birds and bits of paper which had fluttereddown in the
air. He saw a young wagtail pursuea Colias hyale; it rushedafter
the butterfly,which fell to the ground, but the bird then flew at least
four or five times over the prostrate butterfly without taking any
furthernotice of it whatever. From this observationhe infers that
the insectivorousbirds in Europeare indifferentto or disdain butterflies, and he goes on to theoretically prove that butterflies are not
molested by birds. Undoubtedly the irregular wavering flight of
butterflies enables them to escape the occasional onset of birds.
Thus Seitz states from his observations that the kind of flight of
Lepidopterahas a good deal to do with the matter. The males of
several species of moths (e.g., Gastropachaquercus)whose flight is
irregular,restless and fluttering, are not followed by birds, which
will devour the females whose flight is more steady.
12. SOKOLOWSKY'SVIEWS ON THE ORIGIN OF THE MARKINGS OF
MAMMALSAND THE FORMATION OF SPOTS FROM
LONGITUDINAL STRIPES.

In his interesting paper Sokolowsky3has been the first to thoroughly discuss the markings of mammals. He contends that the
most primitive style of markingsare longitudinal stripes developed
in small ground mammals,and caused by the long, slender shadows
of the fern vegetations of the ground-zoneof the primitive forests.
In the larger animals of the bush-zonethere appeared a change of
markings,due to the play of light and shadow in the plants of this
zone. Such are Centetes, Geomys, Tamias or the chipmunk. In
paca the five rows of round white spots on each side are
Coelogenys
due to the breakingup of the originallyfive stripes into spots. The
greatervarietyof plants in the bush-zoneformeda chaos of contrasting light and shade, so thatthe markingsof these or similarmammals
Zeit. Ent. Neudammt., V, p. 75, MIrz, I900.
Zool. 7ahrbicher, iii.
3 Uber die Beziehungen zwischen Lebensweise und Zeichnung bei Siugetieren
Ziirich, I895.
1 Illust.

2 Spengel's
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became adapted to it. "Nature," he says, " has settled this question with masterlyskill. She dissolved the longitudinal stripesinto
spotted markings by interrupting the separate longitudinal lines.
.... .The advantageof this kind of markingis this, that the whole
impressionof the animal's form is broken up by the many interruptions of the ground coloring by means of the spots, and therefore
the particularanimal is lost to sight in the confusion of light and
shade in the forest."
This process of development of spots is especially seen in the
Carnivoraand more particularlyin the Viverridae,which date back
to the Miocene Tertiary. These forms still possessthe traces of the
more primitive longitudinal striping, as seen in Viverraschlegeli,in
which there are plain longitudinaldorsalstripes. In Viverraindica
the spots are arrangedin longitudinal rows, which are still partly
connected on the back, and form short longitudinal lines. In V.
genetta are traces of the primitive longitudinal lines. All these
animals prefer bushy regions. The larger Carnivora, i.e., the
Felidse, inhabit not the deep, dark forest, but the edge of the
woods near the banks of the rivers, where they have become
adapted in coloration to the "luxuriant chaos" of lights and
shadows. "As eye-witnesses report, the form of the leopard, for
example, is so dissolved by means of the variegated parti-colored
ring-like markingsthat it becomes difficult even for the accustomed
eye of a native of these regions to perceive the animal in the leafy
confusion." The evolution of the ringed marking has perhaps
originated from both forms of marking,the longitudinal stripes and
the spots, and is discussed at some length by the author. He supposes that the rings are caused by a subdivision of the single spots.
Thus in the ocelot the longitudinalstripes may have split lengthwise
and formed rings by their falling apart into sections which again
divide into dots. Whether the markingsof the tiger arose from the
dissolving of the horizontal cross partitions (seen in F. nebulosa)
or were formed by the blending of spots lying on top of each other
is, he thinks, an open question, yet it is a fact that the markingsof
the tiger show rings which are arrangedboth vertically and lengthwise. Eimer regards the transversestripes as due to a blending of
the spots in a vertical direction. The origin of transverseseries of
spots from longitudinal stripes is clearly seen in the ontogeny of
Datana major. (See my monographof bombycine moths, Pt. I, P1.
XII, and Pt. II, p. 8, 1905.)
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On the other hand arboreal mammals, as the squirrels, tree
monkeys, etc., have lost their primitive markings,so that we have
in them an entire group of unmarkedspecies, or what markingsare
left are confined to a ring on the tail, and to shorteror longer stripes
on the foreheadand back; such are Nasua, Procyon, Ailurus, Bassaris, Lemur calla, several species of Hapale, as also Cebusleucogenys.
Leaving the tropical forests, Sokolowskythen considers the style
of markingof those mammalsinhabiting steppes, prairiessurrounding the edge of woods, savannas,pampas,and finally deserts. He
confines himself to the steppes of middle and southernAfrica, with
their often rich vegetation and great seasonal changes, so that the
mammalian life has become adapted to the most varying and strict
privations and necessities.
In the mammalsof the grassysteppes or plains, while originally
migrating from forest and bush regions, the markings have undergone a process of reduction, and there are two styles of markings,
i.e., the dots and the diagonal stripes. Martin alleges that the
formof leopardfrequentingthe extensive grassyplains of the flat Nile
lands has a dotted coat suggestive of the markingsof the geparde.
The sleek spotted mammalsof the steppes also show similar modifications in markings. Felis serval, although it conforms most
closely to the forest forms, still shows even on the back of the head
and on the shouldersfour longitudinal black stripes which are certainly mingled with spots, whereason the cheeks occur small spots
recalling the dots of the geparde, those on the side of the body
being larger. The spotted hyena (Hycena acuta) lurkson the edges
of the deserts, and it presentsmany climatic variationsdiffering in
color and markings,while the sojournin the steppes has producedan
irregulararrangementof spots. The uniformlydusky-tonedgroundcolor of its coat so blends at nightfall with the irregularlyplaced
spots that it may be justly regardedas a twilight clothing.
Sokolowsky here refers to the fact that each style of marking,
however varied in color in the daytime, yet at the appearanceof
darkness is so combined with the ground-toneof the coat and with
the surroundingsthat a protective clothing is provided at night
also.
Mammals which are notoriously nocturnal in their habits are
generally destitute of markings,as are the burrowingmice and rats
which live on the ground in Northern Africa.
The giraffe has a special kind of spotted marking. The large
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irregularlysituated spots lie so close together that the ground-tone
of the coat looks like network. Stanley discovered in Central
Africa a variety with large round black spots. The giraffehas been
observed to strikingly resemble the dead lichen-covered trunks of
last year's mimosatrees, so as to be mistaken for them. (Also see
Wallace's Darwinism,

p.

212.)

This spotted style of marking

merely results, adds Sokolowsky, from a splitting of the original
longitudinal stripes due to the great size of the animal. The
variety with dark markings is indisputably nearer to the earlier
forest form than to the lighter colored form.
He considers that the lion has descended from ancestorswith a
ringed kind of marking,as in quite young stuffed examples there
are ring-like spots on the body. Here we might add that we have
observed in the young panther (F. concolor)when three months old
that the coat is distinctly spotted, showing that it originally was a
forestcat, becoming afterwardadapted to a life on treeless plains.
The markings of the zebras, asses and wild horses, as well as
antelopes, are discussed at length, the effacement of the primitive
stripes being attributedto a life on grassyplains. The Canidaeare
supposedby our author to have originally been more or less transversely striped, cases of partial dorsal striping in Canis mesomelas,
C. azarce, C. lupus, and others being attributedto reversion.
In foxes this is seen, especially the cross fox, which bears a dark
dorsal stripe with darkertransversebands on the shoulders.
13.

PCECILOGENY IN

ZEBRAS

THE ACTION

AND AFRICAN

ANTELOPES

DUE

TO

OF LIGHT AND SHADE.

As has been observedby several huntersand naturalists,the zebra
is rendered nearly indistinguishable,when swiftly running, by the
blending of the bars and stripes. Prof. Ewart states that the lion
is the most inveterate enemy of the zebra, which is protected by
its style of coloration as well as the rapidity of its movements.
There is no animal, he says, which could turn about and break into
a trot so quickly as the zebra. He points out that the stripesof the
zebra are undoubtedly protective, causing the animal to become
indistinguishable at a comparativelyshort distance. This he has
experimentallyproved by tying ribbons upon a dun-colored pony
so as to break up the uniformcoloration, the result being that the
pony thus rendered zebra-like in its stripes was similarly indistinguishable.
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Mr. Pocock has clearly shown that the stripes and bars of zebras
and antelopes are in close relation to the environment of these
animals, and that the stripes and spots are the result of light and
shade.

In Nature for August 13, 1903,

p. 356, he states that

Grant's quagga, which inhabits northeastern Africa, is one of the
most completely striped of existing horses. It is, he says, a mass of
stripes from head to tail, from hoof to spine. Intermediateforms
connect it with Gray's quagga of Cape Colony, wliich has pale
stripeless limbs, under sides and hind quarters. Now a series of
three local raceslead fromGrant'sto Gray'squagga. The tendency
of these modifications is to convert a striped and conspicuously
parti-coloredanimal into one which, even at a short distance, must
have appearedto be an almost uniform brown, paling into cream
on the under side, limbs and back of the haunches.
A zebra, he says, has such a coloration as to render it invisible
under three conditions, i.e., at a distance in the open plain in midday, at close quartersin the dusk and on moonlit nights, and in
the cover affordedby thickets. The white stripes blend with the
shafts of light sifted through the foliage and branchesand reflected
by the leaves of the trees, and in an uncertainlight or at long range
they mutuallycounteract each other and fuse to a uniform gray.
Also the alternatearrangementof the black and white bars contributes something to the effect produced, by imparting a blurred
appearanceto the body.
The asses of northeasternAfrica are perfectly adapted to their
surroundingsin color, and so with the kiang and with Prjevalsky's
horse of Central Asia. Their coloration and the resulting protection is explained by Thayer's theory or law of the counteractionof
light and shade. Pocock gives a good example. When the Asiatic
kiang or the quagga of Cape Colony lies on the ground in the attitude characteristicof ungulates,the white on the back of the thighs
is broughtinto line with that of the belly, and a continuousexpanse
of white, obliterating the shadow, extends all along the under side
from the knee to the root of the tail. "In correlation with the
adoption of a life in the open, a new method of concealment by
means of shadow counteraction was required, and was gradually
perfected by the toning down of the stripes on the upper side and
the suppression of those on the hind quarters, belly and legs."
The same style of markingsoccurs in many antelopes, gazelles and
in the bonte-bok. They need to be thus concealed when lying
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down and chewing the cud. When they are in motion the white
rump may act as " follow-the-leader" or as danger signals, and
Pocock thinks they are not necessarilyrecognition marks.
In his interesting article entitled "Antelopes and their recognition marks,"' Mr. Pocock regards the face and foot markings as,
like the stripes, "representing spots or streaks of sunlight passing
through foliage or reflected from leaves." Accepting Thayer's
hypothesis of concealment by the counteractionof light and shade
and applying it to the lesser kudu, "it will be seen," he says,
" that the white is laid on where shadows are thrown; that the
white rim on the upper lip and the white chin must counteract the
shadowscaused by the fold of the mouth and by the muzzle; the
two white blotches on the neck must counteract the shadows
thrown by the head and by the curvature of the throat, and the
shadowscast by the breast and groin must be similarly obliterated
by the white patches on the inner side of the base of the limbs."
That the markingsor their absence are the result of adaptation
to the environmentis clearly establishedby the examples given by
Pocock. The markings of the African elands are correlated with
their habits, there being " a complete gradation from the strongly
markedforest species through the weakly markedspecies frequenting the open bush to the unmarked desert species." The kudus
illustrate the same principle. " Both the species of kudu are well
marked with white stripes on body and head, but the smaller
(S. imbetbis) is much more strikingly marked than the larger
(S. strepsiceros),having more stripes on the body and two patches
on the throat. In Somaliland, where both species occur, the larger
lives, according to Swayne, in the mountains, on very broken
ground where there is plenty of bush; and sometimes indeed ventures into the open plain (Inverarity). The lesser kudu, on the
contrary, is ' found in thick jungles ....
especially where there
is an undergrowthof the slender pointed aloe which grows from
four to six feet high ' (Swayne). Evidence of a like kind is furnished by other species of Tragelaphines ....
The beautifully

marked nyala (T. angasi) and bongo (T. euryceros) live in dense
thickets; and the lovely little bush-bucks (7. sylvatica, scriptus,

etc.) seldom venture out of cover except at night time to feed.
On the other hand the nylghaie, an aberrant member of the same
tribe, is withoutbody-stripes,and lives for the most part in more or
1 Nature, Oct. I , 1900, p. 584.
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less open country in India, and is not a typical denizen of the jungle
at all."
Pocock suppliesanother set of facts, showing the coexistence of
white markswith long ears of zebras and antelopes and a bush life,
bearing out the supposition that the marks, like the ears, are
primarilyfor protection.
" The markings take the form of strongly contrasted bands of
white and black or brown. Objects banded in this way are as a
rule more, and not less, difficult to see in their ratural surroundings
than those that are uniformly colored. There is little of the gloss
on the coat of a gray or white horse that is seen on a bay or
black, becausewhite hair reflects the light less vividly than dark.
Hence alternating bands of these hues impart a blurred irregular
aspect to a body, destroy the apparent evenness of its surface and
break up the continuity of its outline. In an uncertain light a
zebra's stripes merge 'into a gray tint,' and naturally counteract
each other, so that the animal is nearly invisible "
Pocock also, as Thayer, insists that for concealment perfect stillness is of all things most important. " Movement means detection, and detection may mean death." Hence protective markings
on the face are important,and he presumesthat the pair of sunlight
patches on the tiger's face increases its chances of concealment
when watching for prey or creeping toward it.
This is confirmed by hunters. Mr. M. E. Robertson, of
Chocorua,N. H., in shooting a deer on the edge of ChocoruaLake,
entirely overlooked another one still nearer, within fifteen feet of
the road, which stood perfectly still, being only partly concealed
among the trees and bushes until it moved and was seen. The
white markingson the face, aroundthe eyes and on throat, as also
on the inside of the large ears of our deer, serve, as in the cases of
the deer and antelopes of other continents, to make the head
blend with the lights and shades of the foliage in which it stands.
I4.

BLENDING

OF THE STRIPES OF THE CHIPMUNK.

In this conspicuouslystriped squirrelthere appearsto be a blending of the stripes when the animal is swiftly running. Although I
have frequentlyseen this species running,I confess I havenot clearly
seen a partial obliteration or blending of the stripes; in the most
favorableinstance the animal ran fromme so swiftly that it was not
possible to tell whetheror not the stripes blended.
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Several of my students whom I asked about the matter, after
showing them a stuffed specimen and explaining the theory of
blending, have related their experience. Mr. C. A. Weekstells me
that he noticed a blending of the stripes while seeing a chipmunk
running. Mr. T. McA. Webb reported that the chipmunkwhen
running " appearsall one color." Mr. J. H. Breslin writes, " I
have often gone shooting for chipmunks,and found it very difficult
to shoot one because it is so difficult to see it. I have often seen
them on the rails of fences, and when you look right down upon
one, it looks like part of the rail."
Mr. T. E. B. Pope tells me that "when the chipmunk runs
slowly the black stripes are very distinct, but when running rapidly
the dark stripes along the back appear to blend, so that the back
appearsdark as comparedwith the reddish or chestnut color of the
under side; there is a black mass above and a chestnut mass
beneath."
Mr. Glover M. Allen writes: "I have never looked particularly
for the blending of stripes in the chipmunk as it runs, but my
recollection would be that the stripes are not distinctly seen in
rapid movement, and the general effect is of a brownish animal."
He tells me that he has since observed that when it runs slowly the
white stripes are distinct, but the dark ones less so.
Mr. W. J. Long writes me: The effect of the stripesis when it is
running to make a blur of the animal, making it a difficultobject for
hawk or owl to hit. I used to try sighting a gun or rifle at chipmunks(not to shoot, for I am especially fond of the little creatures)
and was surprisedto find how hard it was to catch him with the
head, much harderthan a running red squirrel for instance. The
stripes also help it when it is sitting still, for it gives at times the
curious effect of sunlight streaming down between the leaves or
twigs making bars of light and shade. The same results of the
stripes may be noticed in young woodcock, as mentioned, but not
carried out, in my " Little Brotherto the Bear."
I also inquired of Mr. Abbott H. Thayer whether he had
observed the blending of the stripes, and he kindly wrote me as
follows:
" Chipmunks,like the vast majorityof mammals and the whole
animal kingdom, with exceptions almost wholly confined to male
birds, are graded from dark above to white beneath in exactly the
degree to efface their appearance of normal rotundity, and hence
PROC. AMER. PHILOS.

SOC. XLIII.
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like all objects so graded inevitably lack appearanceof solidity, so
that their resultant color passes for a part of their background.
Stripes, dots, and all other patternswhich are found participating
in this graduationin most animals that live wheretheir background
is diversifiedwith correspondingdegreesof pattern (as it is in the
forest by twigs, dead leaves and little dark holes and the shadows
along the under side of light colored twigs) are simply a sort of
resultantpicture of the averagebackground,just as high-swimming
fishes like herring, pompano, bluefish, etc., having no patterns in
their background have none on their coats. Chipmunk's stripes
are very good renderingof horizontal twigs lighted from above and
seen against a more distinct ground." (Also see p. 445).
15.

PROTECTIVE

COLORATION AND BLENDING

OF THE

MARKINGS

IN THE SANDPEEP.

After writing this paper I had the opportunityof observingon the
Maine coast, September 3, a flock of sandpeeps which were very
tame and allowed me to approach in my skiff within a few feet of
them. At the distance of from about seventy-five to one hundred
feet I could scarcely detect them as they were slowly walking over
a little beach of coarse dark gneiss pebbles, the upper part of the
oval body being of the same hue as the pebbles; it was only when
within from forty to thirty feet that they could be clearly distinguished; it was a clear case of obliteration. On the other hand
when standing at the level of my eyes on a dyke of feldspar,their
whitish under side blended with the rock when resting, but on the
dark gneiss rock enclosing the dike they stood out distinctly.
The flock was made up of old birds and young ones, the latter so
tame that I could approachthem in my skiff within about four feet.
When flying awaythey remindedme of the hawk-moth,Deilephila
lineala, the bars on the wings and neck blending in the same
manner, yet the dark and white bands on the body of the young
birds remaineddistinct in slow flight.
The stripesand bars of no value as recognitionmarks.-Without
entering at length into a discussion of Wallace's theory of recognition marks, which it seems to me has been effectuallydisposed of
by Pocock, it at once struck me in watching these birds on the
wing that the light and dark bars and rings so far from being distinct, and thus serving as recognition marks, actuallyso blended as
to make the bird's shape less distinct, and thus the markings were
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of no avail, producing the contrary effect of rendering these birds
unrecognizableby their own species. And this it is obvious will
apply to any birds and beasts similarlymarked. Yet it may be that
the white rump of deer, etc., may when the creatures are walking
or slowly running serve as a guide to those following, as allowed
by Pocock.
16.

BLENDING

OF BLACK AND WHITE

BARS IN MOTHS,

BUTTER-

FLIES, ETC.

Blending of the bars in moths.-The flight of certain species of
geometrid and pyralid moths, which are black markedwith broad
white bands, many years ago attracted my attention. When any
of these smaller moths, such as the geometridsmentioned below and
Desmia funeralis and other black and white Pyralids, are rather
rapidly flying away from one the singular effect is that of whirling
incomplete black and white broken circles, making the outlines
of the body and wings confused, which, added to their irregular
flight, renders them difficult to catch.
I well rememberwhen on the Labradorcoast in i864, where the
geometrid moth, Rheumapterahastata, was abundant,flying in con_
siderable numbers,the peculiar effect on my mind of its flight.
This moth has broad black wings, markedwith conspicuouswhite
bands or bars. It ranges from the Arctic regions to Maine. In its
uncertain devious flight the effect of the moth in its notparticularly
rapid flight was that of black and white incomplete and confused
rings circling through the air. This partial blending of the white
and black bands, added to the zigzag, uncertainflight, would make
it very difficult for a bird to follow and seize such insects, which
when disturbedfly by day and are thus protected. There are several other boreal or Arctic geometrids similarly marked, and also
the species of Heliommata and Euchoeca(Baptria).
Blending of the black and yellow stripesof Papilio turnus.-On
June 22, I902, at Brunswick,Me., I for some time watched this
butterflyleisurely flying from flower to flower. It seemed to me
that during its flight there was a slight blending of the pale yellow
orange of the wings with the black ground color, so that the general
effect was that of pale yellow. A member of my family independently noticed the same blending and corroboratedmy own observations. She noticed that the black bordersof the wings were rendered less distinct by the blending of the series of round yellowish
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spots. The above was written out at the time, but my later
experiment with the rotating wheel (p. 445) quite satisfactorily
corroboratesmy observations.
Blending of the bars and lines in Deilephila lineata.--Early in
September I observed at Sugar Hill, N. H., one of these hawk
moths flying over and probing the flowersof the sweet william, of
which it seemed especially fond, and paying little attention to the
candytufts, petuniasand marigoldsin flower in the same beds.
During its rapid flight the bars or stripes and lines on its wings
certainlyblended, renderingthe outlines and markingsof the wings
in their swift motion blurredand very indistinct, with no definite
outline. The bars on the outstretchedwings are parallel with the
transversebars or rings on the abdomen, the latter being more distinct, as also the longitudinal ones on the back of the thorax. The
circumstancesthen reminded me of the statements regarding the
blending of the stripes of the zebra, and the effect was such as to
plainly make the moth invisible, or at least much less easily seen
and caught by birds.
I also on the same day observed another of the same species on
the other side of the road visiting red clover, etc., and my observations (written as here the same day) were corroborated by a
memberof my family.
Blendingof the bars in a dragonfly.-On June 27th of the present
year I watched a Libellula trimaculata flying in my yard. The
wings are whitish, with a broad dark brown middle patch, the
abdomen being a hoary whitish gray, and very conspicuous.
During its flight it seemed to me that the colors blended so as to
miakeit more indistinct when more swiftly flying. The observation needs however to be completed, yet this dragon fly is a capital
case for furtherexamination.
17.

ABUNDANCE

OF MARKINGS

IN THE LIFE

OF

CORAL REEFS.

In a lecture delivered at the London Institute on the animallife on
a coral reef, Dr. S. J. Hickson said that the richest fauna in the
tropics is the region which extends from the growing edge of the
reef to a depth of some ten or fifteen fathomsbeyond it. And here
it is that the struggle for existence is most severe, wherethe animals
are protected and concealed by the most pronounced marks and
colors, and provided with stings and spines to defend them in the
battles with their enemies. The crowded life appears to be
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primarily due to the abundance of light and heat, there being no

great or sudden changes of temperatureor of the chemical composition of the water; while there is an abundantfood supplybrought
by the tidal currentsfrom the surfaceof the ocean. Prof. Hickson
thinks that the brilliant tints, spots and stripes seen on polyps,
prawns,octopods and fishes are due to the fact that they live among
the brilliant surroundings of the coral reef: " or, to put it in
another way, animals similarly organized and of similar habits
would be at a disadvantageon the coral reefs if they were not so
markedand colored." The other fishesof the tropics, he observes,
do not possess these curious and beautiful characters; the sharks,
bonitos, flying fishes, herringsand others that do not live habitually on the coral reefs are not unlike in general color and ornamentation the fish of temperateseas. Hence, these charactersof coralreef animals are not directly due to the high temperature and bright
light of the tropics, but are due to the character of the surroundings.

He adds that most of the tints are concealment colors. The only
example of what appears to be a warning color that he noticed
occurs in connection with the spines on the tails of certainsurgeons
and trigger fish. Acanthurusachilles, for example, has a uniform
purple color, but there is a bright red patch surrounding the
formidable tail spines that give these fish the name of surgeons.
Similar warning colors are very pronouncedalso in Naseus unicornis and N7.lituratus, and in some of the Balistidae.
I8.

THE

LACK

OF COLOR-PATTERNS

CRUSTACEA

IN

DEEP-SEA

FISHES

AND

AS CONTRASTED WITH THOSE OF SHOAL
SUNLIT

WATERS.

Alcock, in his Naturalist in Indian Seas, states that the major-

ity of deep-sea fishes are of uniform usually sombre color, only a
minority in that ocean being banded, striped, or otherwise marked
in definite patterns. To enter into details: of 168 species dredged
below the loo-fathom line, fifty-two were black or some shade of
blue or purple-black; fifty-six were dull brown; ten were silvered
over a blackish or brownishground color; ten were bright silver;
four gray-thus 78 per cent. were simply-coloredspecies. Fourteen
species living between Ioo and 250 fathoms were nearly uniform red

or of a rosy hue, Only eighteen species, and those dredged near
the Ioo-fathom line, were striped or markedwith patterns,and only
four were brilliantly variegatedwith many colors.
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Colorsof Deep-Sea Crustacea.-Alcock also remarksthat while in
the decapods dredged in abyssal waters the colors were red, pink,
orange, yellow, a few biown, purple and white, none were spotted,
striped or with variegatedpatterns. Thus they entirely differ from
shallow-water forms with their freaks of color or labyrinthine
mottlings and dapplings.
PROOF.
19. THAYER'SLAW AND His EXPERIMENTAL

In a suggestive article on protective coloration Mr. Abbott H.
Thayer' considers the subject from an artist's point of view.
" Animals," he says, " are painted by Naturedarkeston those parts
which tend to be most lighted by the sky's light, and vice versa."
The prevalentidea of protective mimicry, he says, makes an animal
appearto be some other thing, whereasit makes it cease to appear
to exist at all.
The colors of the ruffed grouse are a complete gradation from
brown above to silvery-white beneath. It grows light under the
shelving eyebrows and darker again on the projecting cheek.
When it stands alive on the ground its obliteration by the effect of
the top light is obvious. By extending its protective color all over
it, treating the under side with brown to match its back, the bird
was made distinctly visible.
Thayer proved this by the following experiment. He had about
a dozen egg-shapedpieces of wood made of the size of a woodcock's
body. They were mounted on wire legs to poise six inches above
the ground. Most of them he painted in imitation of the color
gradation of a grouse or hare-earth color above to pure'white
beneath-while to two others he gave a coat of earth color above
and below. He then set the whole lot like a flock of shore birds
on the bare ground in a city lot, and invited a well-known ornithologist to look for them at a distance of from forty to fifty yards,
who at once saw the two monochrome ones, but, although told
exactly where to look, he failed to detect any of the others until
within six or seven yards of them, and then only by knowing
exactly where to look. He also painted bright blue and red spots
on the brown back of one of them, which spots only passed for
details of the ground beyond the egg.
1 ( The law which underlies
protective coloration," The Auk, xiii, April and
Oct., 1896. Also Smithsonian Report for 1897, p. 477.
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In his second paper1Mr. Thayer points out that the coloration of
every individual of the " mimicking groups" of butterflies seems
to be the best conceivable for effacing the aspect of its wearer.
"Most animals," he well says, " wear on their coats pictures of
their habitat."' "As I before pointed out, even the under side of
the wings and tails of hawks bear the general twig patterns so
common on forest birds, as if Nature found it worth while to efface
the white silhouette their wings' under sides would make when they
extended them while perching. We see how completely such
patterns(when couched, of course, as they always are, in the effacive gradation) do help to obliterate a partridge,grouse,woodcock,
hare, or any other of almost all the species in every order; since
they prove to be actual animatedpicturesof their environment. As
I said before, in my paper on so-called 'Banner-marks,'2these
forest-like patternsare found on forest creatures,and not on desert
creatures or ocean creatures. Sand birds are usually marked in
longitudinal, delicate patterns, very like those the sand assumes
when seen at the same angle at which one observes the birds themselves. Tigers and zebrasare resolved into pictures of tall, strong
flags, grassesand bamboos, while the lion is a picture of the desert.
(It will some day be plainly understoodthat the effacive gradation
is the essence of the success of these patterns. Were they not
arranged to compose one perfect counter gradation, from top-dark
to under-white,they would appearmerely as what artists call 'lines
of quantity,' like the hoops of a barrel, emphasizingthe rotundity,
not effacing it.)"
Butterflies,he claims, are " mainly either flying picturesof various
combinations of flowers and their backgrounds, pictures of the
shadow underfoliage, with delicate patternsof vegetation or flowers
drawn across it, as, for instance, in the North American Papilio
polydamasand the dark Satyrinse,or that they are wonderful representations of flowers themselves, as in the Pierinse." He also
claims that "'any pattern is less conspicuous than bright, unshiny
monochrome."
He likewise briefly recognizes the effect of rapid movement in
1 Protective coloration in its relation to mimicry, common
warning colors and
'
sexual selection," Trans. Ent. Soc., London, Dec., I903, pp. 553-569. The
copy kindly sent me by Mr. Thayer has some valuable emendations and additions.
2 The Auk, xvii, 900o,
p. o18.
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obliteratingpatterns. " The act of flight tends to obliteratepatterns,
by the too quick substitution of one color for another before the
eye. A black and white butterfly, therefore, tends to look simply
gray in swift flight."
20. EXPERIMENTSON THE OBLITERATIONOF BARS AND SPOTS WITH
BRADLEY'S COLOR WHEEL.

The following experimentson the artificialblending and obliteration of stripes and spots, by means of a revolving disk covered with

parti-coloredstripes or spots, throw, it seems to me, much light on
this subject and satisfactorilyproves that the stripes, barsand spots,
contrastingwith the ground colors of moths, butterflies,fishes, reptiles, birds and mammalsthus marked, must necessarilyblend so as
to render the outline of the animal indistinct when it is in rapid
motion.
I covered a six-inch black disk with squaresof white paperabout
a quarterof an inch wide, in imitation of the squarishwhite spots
on a loon's back. Moving the disk slowly there resultedthree quite
distinct black rings about a quarter of an inch wide, separated by
white rings.

When the wheel was revolved at full speed the black

ground color and white spots all blended into whitish pearl-gray,
of the general color of the under side of the loon's body. The
white spots certainly all produced a decidedly blurred, indistinct
whitish pearl-graytone. It is thus probable that the loon's back
during rapid flight harmonizes with the neutral gray of the'sky,
especially in cloudy weather, and tends to either obscure it or
render it more or less invisible.
On a white disk was then pasted a series of wide dark brown
stripes, in imitation of the stripeson a zebra. On rapidlyrevolving
the wheel the stripes and ground color blended into a grayish-white
or neutral tint. On a six-inch black disk were pasted three sinuous
white bands from a quarterto half an inch in width, one white band
on one side one inch long and that on the opposite side five inches
long. When the disk wasslowly revolvedthe black and white stripes
blended, but there were visible two darkerrings; but when the wheel
was revolved more rapidly all perfectly blended into a whitish-gray
hue like the color of the sky. This showsthat the stripes of a zebra
when in rapid motion would be blended, and its outlines rendered
more or less indistinct, in accordancewith the statementsof different huntersand naturalists.
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It will be rememberedthat on the outer margin of the wings of
Papilio asterias there is a row of ratherlarge round yellow spots on
a black-brownground. I pasted near the edge of a six-inch black
disk several roundish dark buff spots nearly an inch in diameter.
On revolving the disk, the spots formed a wide dark yellowish-gray
band. The result was that the edge of the disk was made indistinct; the same effect is apparently produced by the yellowish
spots on the butterfly's wing. A member of my family noticed
that in a Papilio thus ornamentedthe outline of the wings was during flight blurred and made indistinct. Also the ground beetles
Anthia and others, the Cicindelidaeand Mutillidaeare ornamented
with large conspicuousyellow dots or spots which probablymore or
less blend.
I stuck on the same black disk five one-half-inchbuff bands. On
slowly turning the wheel two black rings were formed, the ground
color of the disk being dark buff; on more rapidly turning the
wheel a general dusky buff hue pervadedthe disk.
In revolving a half or a three-quartersblack disk over a white one
the colors blended into gray. A disk half green and half black
formed a darker green, and a disk three-quartersgreen and onequarterblack blended into a slightly darker green. A disk onehalf or two-thirds yellow, the rest Venetian red, upon revolving
produced a deep orangehue. A disk three-quartersyellow and onequarterVenetian red produced.an ochre-yellow, less deep than the
orange effect. On revolving a disk one-half blue and one-half
yellow a royal purple hue resulted.
From these experimentsit appearsto result that in any stripedor
spotted animal, when rapidly running or flying, the stripes or spots
must inevitably tend to be confused or blended; and when the
ground color and stripes or spots are of opposite hues, as black and
white, the result will be a pearl-grayor cloud-like neutraltint, thus
obliterating or at least obscuring the outlines of the body. Thus
birds like the loon, pigeons with their barred wings, moths and
butterflieswith striking bands of very different hues, the tiger or
zebra with its stripes, and the ocelot with its spots, tend when
rapidly moving to become obscuredto the vision, and to harmonize with the earth or sky.
The following experimentwas less satisfactorythan the foregoing.
I fastened a stuffed chipmunkwith its back upward on the outer
edge of a large disk of white pasteboard. On revolving it slowly on
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a color wheel the stripes remained distinct, not blending. When
the speed was increased to a degree evidently exceeding that of the
animal in its swiftest movements, it formed a dark grayish-brown,
almost black ring, and the stripeswere nearly if not wholly blended,
certainly enough so to render the animal inconspicuous. One
would expect that as the ground color of the chipmunk is a russet
or reddish-brownthe ring would be russet or reddish-brown,but
this was not the case.
The animal was then placed on its side and so attached to the
white disk that the subdorsalwhitish stripe was visible, and also the
upper portion of the light under side of the body. On rapidly
revolving the disk the lighter and darkerportions of the chipmunk
still remained somewhat distinct, not perfectly blending. The
result was a blurred, confused mass lighter on the under side and
darkeralong the back.
The experiment was not so satisfactory as those with the zebra
markings,and it is hoped that some one will make further experiments. The direction of rotation was parallel with that of the
striped body of the chipmunk. There are in this animal no transverse bars, hence the stripes do not so readily blend. Moreover
the body of the animal in running is more or less unsteady, undulating or arched. Until further observations are made we would
provisionallyconclude that the stripes of the chipmunkremain distinct when the animal is slowly running, but that they become
blurredor confused when the creatureis darting off at its greatest
speed.
21.

PCECILOGENY IN PALEOZOIC TIMES.

In claiming that all Miillerian mimicry is due to the attacks of
birds, one would do well to bear in mind that a number of
paleozoic net-veined insects had wings which were banded or
spotted, and that these insects lived at a period when modern lizards, much less birds, did not exist. It may therefore be inferred
that these markingsoriginated from the simple action of physical
and physiological causes,irrespectiveof the biological environment,
such as the attacks of insectivorous animals, unless they suffered
from the desultory warfare waged by the small active terrestrial
labyrinthodents, such as the Hyalonema, etc., of the Upper
Carboniferousperiod of Nova Scotia.
If we examine the worksof Brongniartand of Scudder on fossil
insects it becomes apparentthat pcecilogenywas an active processas
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early as the Carboniferousperiod. The wings of many net-veined
insects were then not only barredbut spotted and ocellated as completely and beautifullyas those of insects at the present time.
Wings banded.-Among those with banded wings were Protophasmadumasi, whosewings of both pairsweremarkedwith six large
parallel dusky bands. The wings of Brodia priscocinctawere ornamented with three broad transversebands or series of spots of a
dull umber brown color. On the wings of Lithomantisgoldenbergi
were broad shades, the outer half of the wings being shaded.
Wingswith solid spots.-Of the known species the great number
of those ornamented at all already had the wings well spotted,
showing that the process of specializationor division of stripes into
spots had alreadybeen active, perhapsduring the Devonian period.
On the wings of Becquereliasuperbaand of other species there
are traces of at least seven rows of large spots. The wings of
Spilapterapackardii were much spotted, the spots being large and
oval, situated in the cells, with ten costal spots on the inner half of
the wing; all the spots being arranged in about twenty-two series
very oblique and parallel with the veins.
Nearly all the Carboniferousprimitive Ephemeridsehad wings as
well spotted as those now existing. In some kinds the wings were
actually more numerouslybanded and beautifullyspotted than any
now existing. In Sphecopteragracilis the wing is crossed by nine
rows of large spots. In Fouquca lacroixi there are eight sets of
large pale blotches, two or three in a row. Paleoptilus brullei has
wings crossed by six rows of very large blotches, two in a row.
Ocellated wings.--In Lamproptiliagrand'euryi the wings bear
large somewhateyed spots irregularlyarranged. Psilothorax longi,auda, an Ephemerid, is ornamented on the fore wings with at
least twelve rows of ocellated spots,
In insects of the Oligocene tertiary age the wings were banded
much as in existing insects. Thus in Phryganea antiqua the fore
wings were crossed with eleven broad parallel bars; and P. fossilis
had nine bars.
22.

KEEBLE

AND GAMBLE'S STUDIES ON THE ORIGIN OF MARKINGS
OF THE SHRIMP.

That stripes and bars are due to the lights and shadowsof a forest
or grass land is the opinion of the authorswe have quoted in these
pages.
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Much light, it seems to us, has been thrown on the actualmode of
origin of stripes and bars in general by Keeble and Gamble'in their
valuable essay on the color physiology of the higher Crustacea.
They hold that the adult color pattern of Hiippolyte varians " is
determined by the environment and not inheritance." "The
adult pattern arises in spite of difficulties which are thrown in its
way. Gaps are bridged over, stripes are evolved, stripes are made
to bars, and bars blend to a monochrome." How a bar is formed
by a bar of shadow is thus stated:
" We know (see Section IX) that the pigments of the chromatophores expand into the branchesunder certain conditions of illumination (eg., on dark background)and contract into the centres in
diffuse light. Imagine a practicallytransparentHippolyte (such,
for example, as the earliest adolescent faint brown-lined forms)
resting persistently, as it does rest, in such a situation that a bar of
shadow falls across it, whilst over all the rest of its body light falls.
In the region of the bar of shadowthe chromatophoreswill expand.
In the rest of the body they will be contracted to mere dots.
Grant that where the conditions are favorable to the activity of
the chromatophoresgrowth will be greaterthan where its contents
are aggregatedin the manufacturingcentre-a suppositionwhich is
no more unreasonable than that which supposes that functional
activity favors growth-then in the region of shadow new
chromatophoresare formed, either by budding from or in relation
to an existing centre. These in turn give rise to new centres in a
like manner. The bar of shadow is now reflected on the surfaceof
the animal by a bar formed of chromatophorebranches. Hippolyte has grown into its surroundings."
" Further, if we accept a recent explanation of absorption color
photography, we can see how the color of this bar of shadow comes
to resemble that of the object that casts it. For Wiener has shown
(I895) that a combination of substances may exist so sensitive to
light as to be decomposed thereby, and give rise to a pigment of
the same color as that of the incident light. If we postulate such
a substance or combination in the chromatophoresof Hippolyte,
then the bar which we have just seen producedwill be of the same
color as that of the object which throwsthe shadow. We may then
picture the mode whereby Hippolyte varians becomes infinite in
variety."
1Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc., London, Vol. I96, 1904, pp.
327-8.
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We may supposethat by somewhatthe same process the shadows
cast on the bodies of primitive tigers, antelopes, reptiles, birds,
fishes, caterpillars,etc., producedstripes, bars and spots. I think
that these observations,coupled with the experiments of Steinach
and those of Poulton on the formation of pigment in the pupa
of butterflies, will enable us to understand how the markings of
animals arose. Keeble and Gamble add that the results obtained
with respect to backgroundas the chief factor in inducing pigment
movement in Crustaceaoffer a curious and interesting parallel to
the results of Prof. Poulton, though for his word " formation" they
would substitutethat of " movement." With this change the outcome of Poulton's experiments" summarizesthe state of affairs in
Crustacea."
23.

CONCLUSIONS.

I. The alleged cases of Miillerianmimicry can be explained by
convergence due to the action of similar physical and climatic
causes. The attacksof birds are a negligible factor.
2. The oftentimes striking and wonderfulresemblancesin coloration and markingsare the result of pigmentation caused by exposure to the combined effects of sunlight and shade, and duea. To the repetition of the fundamentalcolors, brown, black,
red, yellow, in insects of different orders, as well as animals of different classes, living exposed to direct sunlight, and often having
exceptional diurnal or light-loving habits in contrast with the lucifugous habits of the other species of the genus, family or order.
b. The similarity of design appearsin many, if not most, cases
to be due to the repetition of markings with identical shapes or
patterns,i.e., lines, bars, which are eventually brokenup into spots
and repeated ad infinitum, owing to the economy everywhereseen
in Nature of material and design, differing in details in different
groups, owing to their differentorigin and hereditaryconstitution.
It is no wonder thereforethat there should be apparent cases of
mimicry in regions like the hot and humid forest-coveredplains of
Brazil and the East Indies, or the upland hot plains of southern
Africa, or in Australia where there are yellow flies, beetles and
Hymenopterawith a broad black band aroundthe abdomen, hence
curiouslymimicking each other.
3. Extreme advocates of Batesian and Miillerianmimicry appear
to entirely overlook the operation of the physical agents of sunlight
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or excessive contrasts of light and shade combined, moisture and
dryness, differences in environment or other climatic causes as
affecting the amount and distributionof pigment. These markings
probablygraduallyarose simultaneouslyin a given region in all the
individuals, and not as a variation in a single individual, which is
supposedto have became favored in the struggle for existence.
4. While the initial causes therefore are Lamarckian, natural
selection as a preservativeprocess may form a subordinatefactor.
5. To claim that Miillerian mimicry is due to the attacks of
birds, is to overlook the fact of the existence of stripes, bars and
spots on the wings of paleozoic insects which flourishedbefore the
appearanceof birds, and even of modern types of lizards.
6. As observersand collectors differ so greatly in their interpretation of the facts, the subject of protective mimicry, even if the
data and argumentshere presenteddo not to some seem conclusive,
should at least be considered as an open one, the importance of
Bates and of Miiller'shypothesesas factors in evolution having been
in some quartersunduly magnified.
We hope that no one will supposethat there is any disposition on
our part to underestimatethe value of the labors of either Bates or
Fritz Miller. On the contrary, no one has a higher appreciation
of their work than myself. Mr. Bates' essay shows that he should
rank with Darwinand Wallace; while Fritz Miiller's brief article
were in the nature of suggestions confined to a few pages. As a
zoologist he rankswith Darwin in fertility of suggestion and as an
originalco-founderof evolution. Darwin's own estimateof Miiller's
little paper is given in More Lettets of Charles Darwin, wherein
he says that Miiller'sviews on mimicry are " too speculative to be
introduced into my book " (p. 91).

Stated Meeting,December16, 1904.
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Mr. Alden Sampson read a paper entitled "A Deer's Bill
of Fare."
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presented a paper entitled "Description and Figure of
Coregonus nelsonii Bean."

The President delivered his Annual Addresswhich included
"A Chapterin Electro-Analysis."

